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,,,,ff
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knowledge.
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bilinrual performa-nce-at all.
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CHAPTER ONE

The research described in this report represents o moileihe direction

of including other languages than English in the enthusiasms that followed the

Psycholinguistics of the 1960's (cf. Bellin, 1975). The senior investigator attempted

to test general hypothe-sios about language learning using Welsh {Benin, 1976). While

engaged al this researdh Pe heard ofj4e interest of Mr. Natsopoulos in. Psycho linguistics.

The contact byes a colleague from Thesso loniki, whir; was visiting Reading for a year.

Mr. Notsopoulos was interested in a nu4er of aspects of Psych'olinguistici which kd

to two publications in the Annals of the Faculty of. Philosophy, University of

Thessalonki. These were "Genesis and,Levelopment of Language" and "Language and

Thought: Four Theoretical and 'Experimental Approaches" (Natsopoulos, 1974 and 1975).

Wimrthe two researchers had in common was a concern thal fheories put forward as

if they hod universal application should be investigated using other langUages than

English. Theories about ydurger childrebn seemed to be getting such attention, but

not treories about older children. Mir. Natsopoulos was enabled to come to Reading

by o BCtish,COuncil grant in 1972. He spent some time familiarizing himself with

research methods and statistical techniques which led to an experiment with Englisii

children {see Natsopoulos, 1976, ch. 2). This experiment suggested that picture

interpretation tasks followed by "diagriostic" questioning were satisfactory for

studying older children's comprehension. Tle experiment on bilingual Ihilaren described.
t.' - . .,

.in Chapter 3 of this report led to the application for s. project gitnat, ond then three

experiments were conducted, which are described in Chapters 4, 5 and f: of the report.c.,

Natsopoulos (1976) discusses the theoretical implication's of the expecapents eyinsivelys;

What was wonted in this final report wus a record of the basic finding's and procedures

that both researchers could refer to in prOjected articles to be submitted for publication.
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The progress report covering the first six months of the project describes

problems ericoumtered after political changes in Greece,. but these were vy

unusual circumstances. However, wildcat the effoi-ts.o the research assistant, the

project could have foundered then. An extension vocls mode necessary because df

the delays. The role of the research assistant was central in many other 'ways. TI-,

research was conducted from within the minority group involved, and this contrdsts

with many attempts to investigate bilingualism. Testing a minority group on the

majority language is easily done, bvt ircan be reacted to as an intrusion by the

groups being investigated. Research with lower status minority'grdups than the one

considered in this project is very important, if the wide ssuestroised in Chapter 7

of the report are to be discussed in an informed way. Wordng from within the

minority group is an essential corrective to the impressions gained from sources like

psychologists and social welfare agencies. Educational psychologists

receive problem cases where factors like bilingualism may only complicate a

communication problem rather than represent any strain on,language acquisition

capacities.

The immediate future plans of the researchers on this project conem wider ,

issuei3Only indirfactly. _Mare information is needed aboyt the production capabilities

of children like the ones that have beenrtested on corn
/

nsion" in this project.

There are plans for research ors -the mastery of the morphology of the vernal system.

This is an area where there is a contrast between English and Greek in the way

. vernal categories are represented: A project on the verbdl system, could lead to the

cbnstructioo of tests that'might be of use with other languages. The choice of topic

s motivated by incidental findings in this project, and their agreement with findings

reported from the U.S.A. by Seaman (1972).



To prepare the ground for a new project, the senior investigator has invited

Dr. Maria Tenezakis, a Senior Lecturer in Education at the University of Macquarie

in Australia, to spends° sabbatical year in Reading. Dr. Tenezakis has worked ;with

bnguol Greek children in Australia. On the way to Reading, she will spend some

months of the "Kendron Ekpedheftic'oti Melet'onn in Athens-. Mr. Notiopoulos

should be in Greece at the same time, and it is intended to arrange for the senior

investigator to dive seminars.

The senior investigator with Dr. S. Felix of Kiel, W. Germany, is organizing

a session on research metockfor a projected Psycholinguistit:s meeting in Salzburg,

Austria, during 1977. There is correspondence going on with researchers on other-

languages who would be interested in morphology acquisition. Many of these were

met at the Third International Child Language Conference, held in London in

_September, 1975:

It is very important to follow up the project described in this report now that

valuable' contacts have been-made with members of the Gres, cornniunity in London.

A



CHAPTER

The study whic'h influenced this,research considerably was that by Carol-.

Chomsky (1969). She found that children as old as eight hod difficulty in

comprehending constrictions withthe verbs promise andsask, but not tell. 1-ler

results Were replicated by Kessel (1970), using a plotuie interpretation task which

reserribled the one adopted for the prOject. Natsopoulos (1 976) found that testing

some of the same constructions with dolls (like Carol Chomsky)ond with pictures

(like Kessel) produces a mon-signifi nt trend favouring the superiority of the picture

method. Twice as many children suo eded with the picture method when failing

on the same construction with the dolls method, but the obtained frequencies were

such as-to result in a non-significant trend. Because pictures were easy to carry

around, and because of the trend, a picture interpretation task was adopted for the.

project.

The data dratysis in the project relied on developments in scalirig theory

associated with papers by Bart and Krus (1973) and Airaian et 01.(1975). This has

the advantage of being a more general approach than the one used in previous

studies. Natsopoulos (1976) worked .through the data of pievidos investigations with

these methods and showed how the analysis confirms the description of the results

provided by the original investigators. However, the methods give more information

'than the alternatives. Chomsky (1969) was mainly interested in whether the constructions

she tested formed o Cuttman scale, and her approach does not allow a description of

difficulty relations where such a scale doss not exist. The methods of analysis used for

this report show Guttman scales where they exist, but they also reveal other difficulty

relqtions-between constructions. The approach is therefore superior in that it is more

comprehensive.
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It is impartarit to stress that the results Of this project may affect the

interpretation of results in the English studies, budo not necessarily conflict

with them. With one or two children who know Greek in Reading, the equivalent

English constructions were tried out, and the children showed exactly the some

behaviour as the English studies report. The investigators are quite satisfied that.

the bask data of others are trustworthy, although testing the same children in both

longuoges was not considered a worthwhile procedure, since it niust look to the subject

being tested as if the experimenter cannot make up his mind which language he is

going to speak.
-I a

When the senior investigator gave a conference paper in Salzburg, August 1976,

describing the "upside down" difficulty hierarchy reported in Chapter 4, a heated

discussion ensued. However,
T1s

Roeper of Harvard Univers%y reported that

he hod re-tested some of the relevant constructions in the passive voice. This was to

enspre that children went by the order of elements in the constructions. The behaviour

he found accorded with what would be expected if a syntactic basis for responding

existed; The fact that Greek -speaking children dp not behave in this way adds

interest to the test of bilinguals.

The analysis of Chapter 6 of.this report relies on tit: additive nature of the chi

square statistic. An alternative approach would be to test the fit of linear models for

categorical data, using the data in Table 6.3. A statistician has been consulted about

the applicability of this approach, since it would indicate wither age or bilingualism

was a better predictor of sucfess. It is hoped to produce a paper on the topic for an

appropriate jcwrnal, provided that the difficulty relations between the constructions

do not invalidate the procedure. The final report has concentrated on statistical

treatment which gives a full description of the results, rather tharrtnore elaborate treatinents,

since papers for publication will need to refer to the report for details of procedures,

pictures.and stxne,results.
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Since the basic task las a picture interpretation task, and all irterviews were

recorded in entirety, it was necessary to have cassette recorders and a plentiful

Supply of cassettes. less money was spot on cassettes than the senior investigator

anticipated because the-asiistont was very energetic in.transcribing interviews.

Less money on tape recorders was spent because the facilities irovicled in the London

, - schools were better than expected. It was thought likely that recordings would tie'

I

mode with ambient noise. A stereo recorder was budgeted for, since listening to

a stereo recording with headphones con overcome such problerips. Butts separate room,

was provided free of charge by the I.L.E.A., although the proper charge'should

hove been £4.50 an hour at the time of testing.

There was much generosity shown by those who took on work involved in

the project. The charges for the pictures were very reasonable, considering the

number of hours of discussion os well as drawing that were involved. Hospitality

.

shown o n the trips to Greece cut costs considerably. The whole project was

conducted at unrealistically Jo7/costi, from the point of view of future budgeting.

Balances were left in the appropriate accounts, to economize in accordance with,

retuests frorn,the Research CoUncil.



From the-point of view of 'structural differerices.between English and'Greek
4

the following one appeared to be of importance for conducting experiments using

1

a Greek, unlike English, has RO infinitive (Thompson 1967, p. 18). It uses
. ,

finitedependent clauses where English uses non-finite dependent,clauses.

Consider the following examples with the quivalept constructions in boith

languages associated with the main clause verbs ask (question) promise and tell :

*John aske/A:try what to feed the CarornJohn asked Mary what he should

feed the cot," For these two sentences - to use a clauseisentence distinction in

describing differences and similarities between the two languages - Greek uses only

a finite dependent clause to cover both the non-finite dependent clause (to feed)

and the finite dependent clause (he should feed),by means of the particle no follow td

by a finite dependent douse verb,(to'isi, !feed') :
48,

-0 J'annis,riotise ti Mleri ti no ta'isi ti gh'ata
(art.) (i6hn) Cc:-.ked) (art.) (Mary) (what) (to) (feed)' (art.) (cat)
John asked Mory whot to feed the cct

or 'John asked W.gry what he should feed the cat..

.

-

When English uses a non-finite dependent clause to + infinitival verb its sub' ct is

not ,denoted.Tobe correctly understood, the NP1 (John) must be selected s the subjeCt

of the action described in ti-enon-finite dependent douse. The e volent Greek

sentence poses the same problem. NP1 (J'annis) 'must also

dependent clouie verb as the subject of the action.

assigned to the finite

In English the sentence with a finite de ndent clause has the.second subject

shown in the surface structure (the p(on*n he). = But Greek indicates the subject but

not its gender. So, the problem assigning the correct subject to the finite dependent

douse verb exists as in t case where English uses a non-finite dependent clause

(to+ infinitival verb).



Ft 1. shows k relations both for non-finite and finite dependent

. clauses in the constructions with the verb ask (ask = question) in English. The same-

figure shows relations associated with the equivalent verb in Ore*,
I

NP1

1 NP2

Figure 3-.1

VI

. .

The mark in the top-right-hand box indicates that NP1 is the unstated subject of tKe

Sentences with the verbs promise and tell, using non-finite dependent clauses

In English, correspond to Greek seances with the equivalent verbs followed
S

by a

finite dependent clause (no + the subjunctive).

John promised Mary to study more.
0 J'annis iposxiethikje sti M'eri no melet'ai periss'otero

.art.) (John) (promised)(prep.) (Mary) (to) (study) (more),

4

John told Mary what to study
0 J'annis 'ipe sti M'eri ti no melet'isi
(art.) (John) (told) (prep.) (Mary) .(4:at)Iktos) (study):

In the former example NP1 (John) is the subject the on- finite (Engli;h) and finite

dependent clause verb (Greek), and in the !offer NP2 (Mary) is the subject in both

languars.. Figure 3.2 depicts syntactic relations in the equivolerrsentences with

the verb promise in both languages and Figure 3.3 those where the verb
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.
sO

p

NP)

NP2

V2

X

NP)

.I4P2

Figure 3:3
4

VI V2

X

X

I

In Figure 3.3 the rk in the lower right-hand botpdicates that has NP2 as its

subject In oil cases, the subject of the main verb (VI) is Nil, as is shown by the

mark in the top left-hand box.

....0

7.0 What manuals of Greek do not point out is a:side-effect of the use of a finite

clause in Greek. Consider the following example :

M'eri eitise.aprtin Anna no tin p'ai sinem'a
(art.) (Mary) (requested) (prep.) (Anna) (to) (her) (takegmoYies)
Mary asked Anna to take her to the movies.

The finite form of the verb p'ai (take) in the example has on edning (p'o-i)

which indicates, among other things, the person and the number ofits subject. In

repoted Speech, however, (qv fhegiven example) this results in onibiguousisentences

ovt of context. The 'ambiguity stems from two sources : First, the inflection Of the

. dependent cfouse acerb (p'd-i) marks 3rd person only and in reported spee could

refer either to Mary or Anna as the subject. Thus, in Greek either "Mary could tcke

Anna to the movieswor"Anna should take Mary to the movies; where in English only



$

C.

Anna ,would hitethe subct of the noo-finite dependent clause.. Figure 3.4 represents

the iwO possible interpretations resuliing in Giekk (ye. I ambiguity) and Figure 3.5

,shows the syntax and r4ioning allowed only in English.

NPt

NP2

'figure 3.4

VI V2

X NPi

Figure 3.5
. . t

V2

X
1"-

. X

Second, the pronoun tin (her) appeoringk1 the finite dependent clause (as,the

example shows) could refer in reported speech either tioNPI (Mary) or to NP2 (Anna)

as the subject of the sentence (in the way 'shown in translation), or to another person

not mentioned in the sentence. Ambiguous ex6mples of pronominal reference occur in

English : 'Knowing that John hod won the race surprised him" where him refers to

John Or somAne,else . The implied third person tin (her) could be the direct object

of the finite depended clause verb (p a i =take) when NPT or NP2 are the subjects.

These ambiguities arise becduse anaphoric pronouns can re?er back to persons.or other

noun phrases in other sentences which might form part of the total discourse.

The following interpretations of who is to go to the movies ore possible :

. NPI could take NP2 to the movies;
NP2 should take NI)) to the movies;

44 NI) could take NP3 (outside the sentence) to the movies;
-NP2 should take NP3 (outside the sentence) to the movies.

Where NP3 is possible, the term " exophoric" reference" may be introduced.

The possibilities without exophoric reference which ore indicated in figure 3.4,

arevery important for the description of the verb in both languages. The possibilities

*1

Indicated in Figure 3.4 do not exist with verbs like ask, tell and promise in English.

English verbs con be classified according to'whether the subject in a following dependent

clause is identical to the main clause subject or not. Tell. is a verb where the subject



of o following dependent clause is always different from the subject of VI (the main

verb"). So tell can always be associated With Figure 3.5. Progise is a verb which

con always be ossociatect wi,th Figure 3.2 (identical with f igure 3.1). Palmer (1965,

;1974) 'Uses this formal haratterist. of English verbs in a classification -of "cateoatives"

- He "also netts that the f Ily identifiable subclasses, of which promise, ask and

tell are members, have common semantic characteristics. They are all reporting yerbi

or verbs to do with i?,lanning. Longacre (1970) follows Palmer in his classification of

such vet

The fact that) ther the Figure 3.2 relationship or the Figure 3.5 relationship,

Or evert ttle Figure 3.4 relationship is possible in Greek rules out subclassification

according to formal criteria. (41), except rot'o 'ask' belong too formal class( given

that they con be followed by no and the subjunctive, but further subclassification is noI

possible as in English. ,

Since the relationships that occur when promise is used are relatively infrequent
amaa.

In English (Flgure 3.2 relationships), Rose nboum (196E3) has a special role to cases where

the, second NP is glen the subject of the dependent clause verb. That is; In Figure 3.5,

the second noun phrase goes with the second verb. Both are nearer to'each other in the

sentence than is possTble when NP1 goes with V2. Rose nboum proposes for syntax the

'minimal distance prircipleaccording to which, closeness of elements of the sentence

which ore in underlying .structure relationships is given a higher value than distance.

So constructions with promise, according to the "minimal dislince principle", are

more complex than those with tell since the unstated sujects o the second verb is

far from tho(

The istence of verbal ombigu;ty in Greek, where either NP1 or NP2 could

be The uristated subject of?6,dependent clause, must raise doubts about the universJity

of Rosenbaum's prihciple..
0
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tesides verbal ambiguity tipere is 1i Greek another type of ambiguity, nominal

/
ambiguity (cf. Chomsky 1957, Lyons 1968, Jacobs *id Rosenbaum 1968), which works

in the some, way as nominal ornbibuity in English. The sentence, -

to dh'oro to J'anni titan pol'i or'eo
(ort.) (gift) (art;) (John) (was)(very) (nice)

could mean both in Greek and in English The gift John gave to someone was very

nice' or the gift'John was given (by someone) wos very nice." The ambiguity results

when the nominal expression dh'ord (gift) is combined with the NP (fofilh) appearing

on the surface structure of the sentence. Active meaning results in assignincohe NP

(John) to the sentenae as the subject, and passive meaning when the NP (Jiin) is acted

upri by someone else implied (out of cc>fitext) as the subject. Both nominal ambiguity

and 'verbal ambiguity ore cases of underlying structure ambiguity. In both cases

.neltiter the meaning of the words changes (as in lexical ambiguity) nor the grouping

of the words according to the linguists who distinguish deep and surfaat structure.

As has already been pointed out verbal ambiguity is a particular characteristic of,

Greek and results from the use of the finite dependent clause combined with the ,main

verb of the'sentence.

4
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A pilot study on underlying structure ambiguity (nominal and verbal) with
bilinguals :

Results from developmental studies ore conflicting as to what extent children

In the agefiOnge 6 to 12 (Kessel 1970) and as old as 15 (Shultz dnd Pilon 1973)

could appreciate ambiguity (surface and underlying structure ambiguity). With the
An.

extra case of underlyirig structure ambiguity occurring in Greek (herbal arnliguity),

It was thought important to test appreciation of that kind of ambiguity. The

possibilities seemed more extensive than in the English studies. A pilot experiment

was conducted using Greek speaking children in London. These children were

-bilingual, so checking the results by testing moncglot children in Greece was

envisaged. Most ideas about bilingualism 4vbvid imply that there would b6 some

differences in bilinguals..

Subjects

The sample corssisted of 49-bilirrava<They were pupils at Saint Sophia

Stgool, Montmouth and Inverness Terrace, LiVidon, where they attended- courses

In Greek, once o week; orgoriized by the Greek Ministry of Education. The children

came from homes where Greek was spoken. Their parents come from different parts of

. the Greek speaking world, but Greek-Cypriots were slightly better represented than

the others. They fell into the following age groups :

Age groups :

5,6,7+ 8,9,10+ 11,12,13+

Sex: Boys

Girls

6

10 12

6

10

/49

/
16 17 16
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livistic constructions tested :

The linguistic *constructions tested were all constructions which concerned

ambiguity. The type of ambiguity was underlying structure ambiguity of the nominal

and verbal. form.

Examples of nominal ambiguity included the sentences :

to J'anni to dh'oro 'Ilan pol'i or'eo
(art.) (John) (art.) (gift) (was) (very) (nice)
the gift John gave someone was very nicrit
the gift,John was given (by someone) was very nice.

and -I ep'iskepsi to th'iu 'icon pol'i.efx'aristi s'irnera
(art.) (visiting) (art..) (uncle) (was) (very) (pleasant) (today)
the uncle pleased someone visiting him
the uncle was pleased by someone's visit

The comprehension problem for the children was to decide whether the agent

for theaction described in the ambiguous sentences was the noun phrase having

genitive case ending (tu J'ann-i and th'i-u), or, whether there was an unstated subject

,
If the genitive was objective. The second aim was to see if bilinguals would alfotiv/

both-possible rneanings implied by the nominal arnbiguou t sentences.

The second pert.of the4ailot study concerned verbal ambiguity (underlying

structure arr.blguity). The main verbs which introduced the verbal construction were :

Zit' 'request',,, prot'ino, 'suggest, propose', p'itho, 'pers6ode', simon'o, 'agree'

* . and ip'osxome, 'promise'.

The kinds of construction in which all four main verbs can'stand include :

-NP1 + main verb + NP2 + no + V subiunitive. '

In all these cases the main verb does not determine which NP from thelmain clause

will be the dependent clause subject. The situation4a,ps depicted Iigure 324.

Because the pronouns kr (hii) tin -her) were included in the dependentent clause

a reference to someone else; who could come from the total discourse, was possible

xophorjc referencel.



444

So marathon two -possible meanings could be assited to the constructing.

This kind of ambiguity occurred in the sentencepvithisitise 'asked, requested', t.

corning who should take whom to the pictures. There was one sentence with each

411

main verb in the main part of the test, -but five other sentences with each main virb

were used in the preamble belle the pictpre selectiork test. 4141

_ Materials
. .

-4," The task was a -pilure selection task. The pictures used in the study were

like those given in Appendix abut slightly bigger in size,(9 x lYinch coloured

drawings). There were separate pictures of the inctividudl characters with consistent

colouring.

An implied character was also presented- with the others mentioned in the

sentence when ambiguity of exophoric reference -was testedc

Each testing session was recorded with an ITT cassette recorder.

Procedures

The test was individual. It took place at &comfortable, well heated room

at Saint Sophia School near te-tfile children's cijssroorris. The child and experimenter

Vere seated side by side, facing a'table vere the test was administered. The testing

period lasted about thirty.minutes for ersch child. It consisted of two parts. The first

part included two measures of linguistic performance toilleck on the children's

bilingualism. each child had to comprehend a Greek

presented to him orally. Then he hod to continue the

story in its entirety which waste'

story for two minutes, maintaining

relevance to the events already describe .'The Greek story was as follows :

Wary got up late to day. ft,was nine ceclakk when shegot up.'
Mother told her that she would be very late at school::
She dressed quickly; she drunk a glass of milk only and
ran to the school.
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After comprehension of the story had been checked the child was asked

to continue the story by giving what he **Light Mary's activities could be at.school.

The answers were recold and the number of relevant sentences-and average sentence
'O

letuth were calculated .

The basic aim of this test was to see whether.the childeuld follow the

communication demands of the experimental procedures, and whether comprehension --

and fluency could be related to his performance in any way.

The other test of secondary importance was a word-association test. The

children were given the word "school" and were asked to give, for one minute,

as many words as they could think of after heating this word. Their responses were

recorded and the number of words given was calculated.
1

The word-o

completion story task.

The main test

ration task had the same aim as they comprehension and

The second port of the test, (the main test) itself consisted of two pqits. The

first part was a preamble with oral presentation of nominal unambiguous aril ambiguous

constructions similar lb those which constituted the main test, when nominal mbiguity

was tested first. The purpose was to check upon the bilinguals' Greek competence by

c"parsing" the constructions informally.

When verbal ambiguity was tested first, 'similar verbal constructions (unambiguous

and ambiguous) to those which were to be tested were administered to the child, The

purpose here was to have a "warm -up" discussion to find out if the children understood

crucial lexical items like the main verbs. Whether the test began with nominal or

verbal constructions was varied unsysternOtically.



Instructions

The instructions given to the child for the main test were similar to those

described in detail In Chapter 6. The child was told that he or she did very well

on the tests of secondary importance;.if the level of comprehension indicated that

he or she could follow the experimental procedures. ..

Then the child was told that he or she would pkiy.with coloured pictures

listening to short stories. The task was to decide Which picture or pictures could

go with which story, and the children were asked to try their best.
r

Biographical Information
I

After the child had finished with the main test was asked to give information

about his own background and ttle extent to which he used Greek at_home with his

parents, sibling's and Greek friends. The purpose of this part of the interview was

to explore possible correlation between the extent of usage of Greek and performance

in the test. A seven point rating scale for the extent of Greek usage was extracted

'ram this information. The way iatitigs were ovigned, and the frequency of the

kinds of response are shown in Tablg 3.2.

Results
--r-

Tole 3.3 shows how the interpretations assigned to the constructions change_

with the age of the subjects. Only the oldest subjects allowed a second possible

meaning for constructions. The change with age is mainly due to the onset of ambigulty

detection. Children who did not detect ambiguity seemed to have o mixture of

preferences for one, or other of the adult interpretations that were possible. In Table 34r

the association between detecting ambiguity in verbal and nominal constructions is shown.



TABLE 3.2

Ratings of the extent of Greek usage, based on categories
of response to the biographical questions

Interaction with Parents

Parents use all Greek and
citildren.userall Greek

Parents use all Greek
and so do children

Parents use all Greek
but children switch

Parents use all Greek
but children switch

Parents and'children
switch languages

Parents and children
switch languages

Parents switch but
children use only English

Now only English

(-1

Interaction with Peers Rafing Frequency

Mostly crreek. 7 11

Language twitching
-

Language switching

English is.used with
friends and siblings

Mainly English

Only English

English or sometimes
switching

Onl) English

6

5

4 0

3 12

3'

6

0 2

Obtained overage
in the sample : , 4.17 Total: 49

Standard deviation : 2.22

2 .



TABLE 3.3

Rewits for.individual constructions

.

Construction

.

interpretaticin
Age groups 0

.

Chi square for association
with age (4 Cl.f.)

(> 18.46gives p .< .001)5,6,7+ 8,9,30+ 11,12,13+

To dh'oro to J'onni Subjective genitive
Objective genitive
Ambiguous

la
6
0

12
3
1 -

'
4

- 2
3

33.75
(John's giving)

1 epliskepsi to th'iu Subjectivegenitiye
Objectivegenitivg"
Ambiguous

'11

1

0

12
3
1

. 4
0

12
'26.51

(Uncle s visiting)
..

Zit'.. o + no
4

NPI ,.

NP2
Arnbigyoys

9
5
0

,

8
5
0

6
1

9

.

20.16.
._..

..(request)

Prottirto + no NP1
NF2

-
Ambiguous

.

14
2
0

12
4
0

5
0

11 '
30.32,_

(suggest)
.

,

P'itho + no . . . NPI .

NP2
Amb iguous .

7 s

6
0

4
10
0

# 0
8
8

:

. 22.63
(persuade)

Simr,on'o + na NPI
, ,

NP2
Ambiguous

13
2
0

14
2
0

5
0

11 \
28.22

' (ogree)
_

Ip'osxome + na NPI
NLP2 .

Ambiguous

8
8
0

7
9
0

.
I 2
, ,,. 3

11 ._

_

28.75

.

(promise)
.

° Mere the numbers in the age gimps vory, this is because some responses,were.bard to classify.
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What,is meant by "partial detection's is detection on one of the examples and not the

other. For consistency with verbal ambiguity, only the main verbs zit'o 'request' and

a

simfOn'o 'agree' were considered, since there seemed to be problems in deciding

whether the children really knew what the other verbs'meant.*The kind of association

in Table 3.4 is one, where detecting nomi 'ambiguity is a prerequisite br. detecting

verbal ambiguity. This inconsistency in appreciating the some kind,of ambiguity,

considering that both nominal and verbal ambiguity are cases of underlying "structure

ambiguity, runs counter to predictions from linguistics. Before 'considering further the

Implications of such on inconsistency, it was decided to see if the results coukfbe

replicated with monoglots, using a more ston4rdized 'Procedure;

An alternotive way of looking at the data provided the results given in Table 3.5.

Instead of looking at individual constructions, the performance of individual subjects

voa s considered by counting the number of ambiguity detections, and by using a

difference score to see if there wasia bias for can NP2 interpretation in verbal'

constructions. Such a bias would be of interest in view of the results of English

psycholinguistic studies. The difference between the number of NP2 interpretations

and NP1 interpretations was calculated for each subject. If there was no preference

t he difference would be zero, as it mustbe where ambiguity h detected.

Other measures of linguistic performance wKe derived from the first port

of each resting session wfier the children had tershow satisfactory comprehension

of a story before taking part in the experiment. They also completed the story themselves.

The measures obtained {ran this part of the test are listed in the ice)' to Table 3.5.

In Table 3.5, it can be seen that there was a very slight prefelence for

Ono interpretation (NM) over another, but there was -- evidence for on overall

syntactic strategy among subjects who did not deteciibiguity. This confirms

the impression to be gathered from Table 3.3. The mean difference score was - 1.07.

0
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TABLE 3.4

Relation between detecting ambiguity in verbal and nominal
'constructions

Consistent
detection,

Nominal Partial
Constructions: detection

r

Failure
to detect

Verbal Constructions :

Consistent partial Failure
detection detection to detect

7 4 0.

0 '1 , -3

11

4

7 .5 37
4.

Chi square = 46.89 d.f. = p Z .001,

TABLE 3.5

'49 (Total)

Pilorexperiment with bilinguals - Correlations between measures:

VartoblOr :,_ 1. 2. 34. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9.

. 1. 1.00 --
2. ,21 1.00
3. .---,,

.49 .12 .61 1.00
.71 .17 1.00

4, \
'1 5.. .17 .32 .36 .36 1.00 .,

6. .47 .13 .43 .34 .10 1.00 ,4
_.

7. .00 .00 .04 .00 .38 .22 1.00 ,
8.. _ .58 .17 .45 .47 .25 .85 -.18 ,1.00

. .9. .00 -.14 .00 ...17 -.16 .17 :.00 .20. 1.00

Means :

-1.07 8.-81 3.51 2.70 7.95 .4.04 6.02 . 4.17

Standard Deviations

2.47 1.98 . 2.52 2.67 0.56 8.26 1.56 7.95 2.22



Variable 1 :

Variable 2 :

%idol:de 3 :

Variable 4 :

Variable 5:

ti

Key_

Number of ambiguity detections (maximum = 7);

Difference between.the number of NP2 preferences and-NPI
Preferences (+5 would mean all NP2, e-5 would mean all NPI
and 0 would mean that there was no particular bias);

Age in years;

. .

Number of words given as associates to the word for "school";
1

Number of correct answers to the story comprehension questions
(maximum =

Variable 6 : Nu r of sentences provided to complete the story;

Variable 7 : A rage length of sentence (words) in story completions;

Variable 8 : No r of relevant and correct sentences completing the story;

Variable 9- : Rciti of the e t of Greek usage.



and It did not correlote.with age, so it could not be higher in the younger dge

group%

What is'most remarkable in Table 3.5 is the clear lock of correlation between

the rating of Greek usage and doing wellrardetecting.ombidUity, or even other

kneasurgs of erfO7monce Children clearly do show differences, but.it all depends on

age, as can be seen from the correlations in the third column of the correlation matrix.

It appears that the longer these children use the language the,better they become,

Independently cf the circumstances of usage. They all receive the schooling on

Saturday ;mornings, of course, and may be this keeps up the knowledge of Greekek

spite of sometimes unfavourable hoMeircumstances.

In later studies, the_voriety of constructions used meant that quantitative

approaches to the data were abandoned in foirr of qualitative ones. This was no

disadvantage, since the total number ok.anbiguity detections correlated very highly

with age, but, at the some time, the associations in Table 3.3 were very strong for

individual constructions.

The high score, with the low variance, for the onswers to the comprehension

):,quest ionsivoriable 5) is because th_ at part of the test s used as a screening

procedtire to ensure that the childrePtested were bilingual.

.

Further investigation of ambiguity oppreciation

The way the bilinguals fci led to understand the meaning sof reporting verbs

could have led to underestimating their appreciation of ambiguity. It was later found

out that aimbiewity was not detected earlier, even when familiar main verbs were used.

But a test of monoglots was neethdpnci also a selection of voccbulory which would be.

within children's caps bilities. Verbs likeyitho (persuaN and prot'ino (suggest)
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seemed tbo-unfamillar. Further testing relied on the Most frequent reporting verbs

like rotto 'aSk question' and l'egho 'tell, sciy.,

--The pilot experiment foreshadowed later discoveries in failing to indicate

.that the youngest children-relied on primitive syntactic strategies.' Syntactic strategies

would nsit produce the results of Table 3.3. However, the procedures needed some

. standarclization, although an informal picture erpretotion tasks was judged

satisfoctory. .

.
a

. ...What was very clear was the psycholinguistic relevance of the linguistic
,.

differences between English and Greek. Even though claims for a "univenal

syntactic principle (Rosenbaum 1968) had been made on the basis of what happens in

Engli:Sh'verbal constructions, important differences existed in the syntax of Greek.
r

The existence of such differences would make it unlikely that Greek children would

behave as English studies might lead the investigator to e c . Even bilingual

Children showed arossence of primitive syntactic strut ies in spite of the behaviour

of children of the same age in English studies.



CHAPTER FOUR

Among the kinds,of constructions tested on English speaking children over

the age of five (see Palermo and Molfese., 1972) only a few cases involve ambiguity

appreciation. For example, underlying struchire ambiguity is involved in sentences

like "Visiting uncle con be nice". In this case, nominal ambiguity is involved.

But since many verbal constructions are ambiguous in Greek, when the corresponding

English constructions are unambiguous, it became necessary to find out what Greek

monoglot children would do, and what to make of responses when ambiguity was not

detected. Sincecombiguity is so pervasive, it was questionable whether children

would employ syntactic strategies in responding to a picture interpretation task,

instead of responding in a way that took account of'semantic differences. Investigators

like Carol Chomsky (1969) think entirely in terms of syntax, even when dealing with

constructions.with verbs like promise. One group of theorists about semantics, theorists

who invoke the speakers' intentions (cf. Chornsky,1976, pp. 64 ff.), might prefer to

re-interpret her results in semantic terms. Carol Chomsky found that constructions with

promise were difficult, and even more difficult were constructions with 05k like

"Ask Mary what to do". Following Austin (1962) and Seorle, (1969) all her'construCtions

are assertions, but, they are assertions about other kinds of speech acts. Her promise

constructions were reports of "ccxnrnissives", in Austin's terminology, and the difficult ask

construction was a report of a speech act whereby one person consulted another. More

.
commonly ask is used in reporting requests for information. May be her results could be

re-interpreted by saying that difficulty depended on the kind of speech act which the

construction reported. Since this is a re-interpretation of her data, testing corresponding

constructions in Greek could indicate which way of interpreting comprehension

,difficulties was superior. So an experiment was conducted with. unambiguous

constructions equivalent to those tested in English, but with the majority of constructions

being ambiguous in conform, with a-structu difference between E I sh and Greek.
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D. Method

The English investigations which prompted-the questions about ambiguity

appreciation in Greek all iced cktairly limited number of sentences because obtaining

subjects presented no special firoklern. However, this investigation hod to rely on a test

with a range of constructions since going back to the subjects with furtker items to test

was not a realistic strategy. This approach had an advantage over doina,many small

experiments, in that it gave more inforination about the relations behveen difficult

itnstructions.'

Subjects
O

The sixty children tested on a variety of Greek ambiguous constructions were

pupils at the experimental school in Thessaloniki, which is attached to the Education

andtPsychology department of Thessaloniki University. The school population is

recruited so as to be a cross-section as regardi family socio-economic status. Ten

children were selected at random from six school classes as shown below :

Mean Age

6;8 7;6 8;7 9;6 10;5 12;3 N

.5t2i Boys 5 5 5 5t 5 10 35

Girls 5 5 5 5 5 0 25

60

It was not possible to get equal numbers of boys.and girls in all age glups, but only

the oldest children (students,of secondary education) are on exception. klhe 11+ age

range was orlitited because testing ip a pilot experiment suggested that younger children

would be very resistant to ambiguity detection." It was thergfore decided to expand the

age ranget the older end.
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Linguistic Constructions Tested:

Greek has ambiguous constructions with nominal expressions which are very

similar 10 whgt ctin happen in English. Ambiguity con arise if sentences contain

derived, nominals,or nominal expressions with genitives. The first port of the test

consisted of three sentences which were ambiguous because ,of the way they incorporate

such nominal expressions.

Ambiguous nominal expressions. A derived nominal like kinrit'o 'chasing'

con give rise to ambiguity like an'English literal translation for sentence 1 - "Chasing

tired John". The second sentence contained a noun with a genitive case ending and

with its definite article in the genitive case. The genitive could be token as a

subje.ctive or objective genitive, like the modifier of the hunters in the well known

English example the shooting of the hunters. A third sentence used to test the

appreciation of nominal ambiguity contained the noun episk'epsis 'visiting', which

is in a derivational relationship with the verb form `to visit. The noun occurred in

a periphrastic expression which allowed two interpretations - one on which the subject

of the sentence mode visits, and one on which he received visits. The free translations

given irrAppendix A indicate the possible interpretations. Appendix A contains 611 the

sentences used in the whole study. They ore numbered from 1 to 78. The first 39 were
r9

used in the test of ambiguity appreciation. Where there is more than ooi interpretation

of an ambiguous sentence,a translation corresponding to each in teflon is given.

. ,Translations are labeMbi with lower case letters, starting with "a". Unambiguous

sentences have their translation lettered, because Appendix A serves os a guide to

Appendix B. Appendix B contains the pictures presented along with the sentences.

. The numbers and letters on the pictures correspond with the numbers and letters in

Appendix A. For example, the sentence number 2 has two interpretations represented

by the translations 2a and 2b. The correct picturesin Appendix B for that sentence are

labelled 20 and 2b.
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- Ambiguous verbill expressions. Most of the test concerned ambiguous

verbal expresssions.. The generill class of verb used was the class corresporiding

to the kind of verb that has been tested in English. Besides having the formal

distinguishing characteristic of being followed by a to-infinitive construction,

English verbs like ask, promise and tell have much common semantically.

Palmer (1974) points out that verbs typically used with the to-infinitive construction

are futurity verbs, that is, verbs concerning planning, and also reporting verbs. It

Is therefore easy to select the Greek counterparts apart from the translation equivalents

of ask, promise and tell. It was thought important to include common verbs of the same

class like simfon'o 'agree'. The verbs selected for testing were l'egho 'say, tell',

rot'o 'ask, question', zit'o 'ask, request an action', simfonto 'agree' and ipsosx ann.

'promise'.

The verbs with more inherent lexical conterh\like zit'o 'ask, requestan action'

have more restrictions on the variety of constructions in which they con appear. Zit'o,
I

simfon I o 'agree' and ip!osxorne 'promise' are commonly followed by o dependent clause,

which begins with the particle na', and has 'a subjunctive verb form. The most stereo-

typed of these verbs, l'egho, 'say, tell' can appear with the following dependent

clauses :

00

conjunctive

conjunctie

conjunctive

Vsubjunctive;

ncr + V subjunctive;

+ tha + V future indicative;

+, V past indicotive.

The term 'conjunctive' is taken from Homby (1974) to refer to forms like ti 'what',

p`oso 'how much' and other forms which can occur as interrogatives in direzt speech.

33
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When these main verbs appear in the various-constructions, a large ntimber

of interpretations are conceivable, but not all of them are regarded as poss ible by

-nati To-ensurereliabil-ity,--it was-ciecidecf-to,vse a procedure like the

one used for testing the children. Twenty two native speaking adults gave their

interpretationyof each sentence used in tle tit sty considering the pictures which

were in preparation for use with the children. Other sontencesbout which the

adults did not agree were excluded from the materials. Twelve of the adults consulted

were Greeks studying in England, and ten were residents of Thessaloniki.

ATter obtaining the adult's judgements, there were thirteen constructions

consisting of a main verb-introducing a dependent clause. The thirteen differed,

either according to which main verb was used, or according to which kind of dependent

clause, or because of the kind of interpretation that was possible. The first port of the

test concerned nominal amStguity. The other parts of the test are divided according to

which main verb is concerned. Among the verbal constructions there was one or more

. -

unambiguous sentence along with the ambiguous ones.

Port Ii. The second partji-thajest concerned constrictions possible with

rot'o 'aik, question'. The construction labelled ROT'O A is

isipt + r'otise 'asked' + NP2 + conjunctive + no + Vsubjunctive.

'Although rot'o is normally the word for requesting iriormation when it stands in the

ROP'O A construction

only one interpretation
4

such an interpretation is ruled out.The adult -norm is to allot./

on which the main clause subject (%IP1) asks the hearer for

advice. This is clear in the translations. For example, the translation of 'seniencei4
,-

has the moin clause subject asking "what fruit to buy". So the subject of the dependent

clause is identical with that of the main clause. The speaker (Nil) consults the, hearer

(NP2). ROT'O A will be referred to as POPO A (consulting). The construction

L'EdHO A (advising) could be the construction reporting a response to a ROT'O A

sentence.
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The first ambiguous construction in Port II of the test is ROT'O B:

. NP1 + r'otise 'asked' + NP2 + conjunctive + V past terse

to the adult norm, sentences with this construction can have NP2 as

subject of the dependent.clause. In this case the request is for information °bait the

'hearer's post action. The construction can be referred to as ROT'O B (requesting a

report). If the first person mentioned in the sentence asked the hearer the question,

he seems to wont the hearer to4magine or guess what he (the speaker) did. The

question does not seem to arise out of lack of knowledge, but seems to be a request for a

display of knowledge by the hearer. This interpretation con be compared with L'EGHO

where the hearer. seems to be getting information about himself, or receiving a diiplay

of knowledge, rather than receiving information.

The other ambiguous construction in Part II is ROT'O C :

_ NP1 + r'otise 'asked' + NP2 + conjunctive + tho + Vfuture.

When NP1 is selected as subject of both douses, the interpretation is that the speaker
imp

asked for advice, os with ROT'O A (consulting). If NP2 is the subject of the dependent

clause, the speaker wonted to knGw about the hearer's intentions. Sentences 4 to 12

constitute Port II of the test.

Part Ill. The third part of the test consisted of sentences 13 to 24. The main

Verb was always 'ia'told'. L'EGHO Asvas the construction :

+ 'E 'told' + "NP2 + conjunctivae n'3 + V subjunctive.

Only one interpretation is possible. The speaker recomme( nded a course of action for

the heaier. May be he had been _consulted with° question os would be reported with

ROT'O A (consulting). This L'EGHO construction can be referred to os L'EGHO A

(advising).
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L'EGI-10 IV was the construction

- NP1 + fla 'told' + + conjunctive + V post tense. c

L'EGHO B is ambiguous. If NPI is subject of both clauses, the speaker described

his own actions. NP2 is subject of the clepr(dent clause, the speaker guessed

what the heaier did, or reminded him of what he did. L'EGHO B will be referred

to as L'EGHO B (reporting) and L'EGHO 8 _(displaying knowledge). L'EGHQ C

VAS the construction

NPI :a 'told' + NP2 .+ con. junctive + tho + V future.

This construction is also ambiguous. With the same subject for both cic.ruses, the

speaker stated his intention to do what is descri d in the dependent clause. His

utterance could have been a response to a question reported by ROTIO C (asking about

intentions). With NP2 as subject of the dependent clause, the hearer is the recipient

of a suggestion or advice. LIGHO C can be referred to as L'EGHO C (expressing

intentions) or L'EGHO C (advising).

The last constructiort in PartIll is L'EGHO D

NP) + 'told' + NP2 + na + V subjunctive

When NP2 is subject of the dependent clause, this construction is the one for a simple

directive. it reports an imperative utterance, or may be a request for action worded

some other way. But according to adult norms NP) can be the subject of the dependent

. clause as well as the main clause. On this interpretation the speaker requested to be

allowed to do what is described in the dependent clause. This is L'EGHO D (obtairling

consent) and L'EGHO D (directive) will be_the other interpretation. "Petitioning"

would be too strong as a label, but the sense is slightly different from that of a simple

request.
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-- Part IV. Part IV of the test concerned the verbs zit'o 'ask, request an action'

and simfonsb 'agree'. With both these verbs the dependent clause was one with na +

a subjunctive verb form. What was special about \ art IV of the test was the way adult

Interpretations would allow reference to unmentioned participants in whatever

conversations or interactions were reported. This meant that for Z ITV and SIMFON'O

one sentence hod four possible interpretations.

The ZIT'O was given the same interpretations by the-adults as

L'EGHO D - either 'obtaining consent" (the speaker asking if he or she may do
j

somthing), or,"requesting an action: What happens with Sentence 27, which lxis more

than two interpretations is due to the presence of the pronominal form tin 'her'. in the

dependent clause. The pronoun Ire/ be anaphoric (referring to someone who was in

the interaction described but not a speaker or specific addressee). Adults have to

imagine a specific context in order to take advantage of the referential ambiguity,

but for the children, a picture of a third character was presented along with the

pictures for the interpretction of -the sentence. The translations 27c and 27d irr

Appendix A name this third character, who-was availoble if the exophoric interpretations

would be entertained. The referential ambiguity does not affect whether the interpretation.

is "requesting an action" or "obtaining consent.

SIMFON'O allows interpretetions where any kind of agreirent is involved.

The first perton agrees or undertakes to do something, or, altemtively he can consent

to on agreement whereby the hearer (NPrrn-,ay do something. For this construction

reference can be mode to SIMFON'O (giving an undertaking) and SIMFON'O (consenting).

In sentence 30, there wa rential ambiguity as well ps the ambiguity

arising from the marking of categories in the verb form. The mosculii genitive prenc-..m

to can refer outside the sentence making possible the translations 30c and 30 d, given

the presentation of three characters:
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Ftirt V. The fifth and last part of the test concerned ip'osxome

As with zit'o and simfon'o, the dependent clause begdn with no and had a subjunctive

verb form. 112`0sX0ME C was the construction which allowed two interpretations,

the general case. if the speaker (N11) is subject of the dependent clauses, then a

promise is reported as in English. The speaker gives an undertaking that he will do the

action of the dependent clause. But the other interpretation which works for sentences

37, 38, and 39 has NP2 as the subject of the dependent clause.. Besides promising to

do somillOng, the promise can be to let the hearer (14P2),do what is described in the

deper.dent clause-. So IP'OSXOME Cs can be IP'OSXOME C an undertaking)

or IP'OSXOME C (guaranteeing consent).

By changing the content of the dependent douse, sentences can be produced

which are not ambiguous. This is how the three sentences of IP'OSXOME A were

produced, so that IP'OSXOME A (giving an undertaking) is the only possibility.

Promises to help mother are more likely to be good resolutions than guarantees of

. consent: Thus it likewise it is possible to have sentences where only the guaranteeing

of consent is the adult interpretat4crr. This happens with IKOSX0ME B (guaranteeing

consent).

For the five parts of the test, all sentences were composed of only eight or

nine words. An attempt was mode to keep vocabulary and the kind of situation

described as familiar to children as poisible. The different ports of the test were

administered in two testing sessions, or in the case of some young subjects who showed

weariness) in three sessions.

,

The summary labels for the adult interpretations of the constructions are

abbreviations of paraphrases of the way the adultsdesCribed the meanings. 4*

summary labels are given in Table 4.1. Table 4.2 gives the paraphrases. For fop

details of each construction it is necessary to consult Appendix kwititiippendix B.

.5A 3
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TABLE 4.1

Adult Interpretations of the Linguistic Constructions Tested

Construction Dependent Clause

ROT'O A

ROT'O B

ROT'O C

L'EGHO A

L'EGHO B

L'EGHO

L'EGHO D

_ ZIT'0

SI /4 ON '0

-1r0SX0ME

IrOSX0ME B

.1r0SX0ME C

Subject assigned by Adults

NP1 (Speaker or
Addresser

conj. + no V subi Consulting

conj. + V past , Testing kno4d9e

conj. + tha -1; V fut. Consulting

conj. + ryq + V subj.

c4ni V past

conj. + tha + Vjut.

na + V. subj.
It

trporting

Expressing intentions

Obtaining consent

Obtaining consent,

Giving an undertaking

NP2 (Hearer
or (oddressee)

Requesting a
report

Asking about
Fntentions..

Advising.

Displaying
knowledge

Advising

Requesting an
action

Requesting an
action

Consenting

Giving an undertaking -

Giving on undertaking

4 17

Guaranteeing
consent

Guaranteeing
consent
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Interpliefations of the constructions assigned by adults

DEPENDENT CLAUSE , MAIN VERB

Construction
b

assSuigned

teat
. L'EGHO ROT'O ZIT'O simFoNio IP'OSXOME

,k_
ConjuncfiVe+'ncr" .

+ subjunctive

. NP1
-

ask for advice, a
suggestion, a
recommendation A

..,

.

NP2

,-

advise, recommend,
suggest an action
for NP2 A

,

.. .

, . .

Conjunctive + tha

state an intention
NP1 ,

C

ask for advice, -
for a suggestion

.

+ future indicative

.

-
advice, recommend,

.
suggest an action_

i---,
for NP2 C

cask foc information
about a future ,

action' C

.

-
.

-

.

Conjunctive +
past indicatve

..--..

, ,.744! descri his own
i4P1 n

ask NP2 to guess
or imagine what
NiAdid - B

.

-4 _

guess or remind of '
NP2 ond action performed

by NP2_

ask Apr information,
report about NP2's.
action B

--
na + iunctive

.

'

request permissionNM
. or consent D

.
request permission
or consent

agree to carry
tan action

prise to carry
out an action AC

request, order an
NP2 action

.
.

-

- ,
.

.
,

request, order'
and action

4 agree to NP2
enjoying what
the agreement
includes

promise enjoy-
merit of a privil-
ege, grant per-
mission or.favour.

-1. BC_

0 4i
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Materials

In testing the linguistic constructions, presentation was oral, and the whole .

testing session was recorded using an Itfc-Cossette recorder. The basic task was a

picture selection task. All the pictures used in the whott-study are given in

Appendix B. The pictures in the Appendix ore photographed from original line

drawings: In presentation, colours.were used to make individual characters

( J'annis etc.) easily identifiable. There were six sets of ,coloured drawings with the

-dimensions 8 by 10/ inches. There picture which corresponded with each

adult interpretation of a sentence, and always the some number of distractorsos
ti

correct pictures. So for ambiguous sentences with the interpretations, there were

Tour pictures, two of them being correct. In Appendix B the top left capital letter

on each drawing ( C or W ) indicates whether the picture is a correct choice

or wrong. the pictures used in the test did not have any such marks on them).
- s .4

Besides this pictures accompanying sentences, there were pictures of the

lndividl characters on their own. The colours were Consistent throughout the sets

' bf pictures, and the picture of the individual characters reduced the burden of the

names as much as possible, since they were given on the individual pictures.

The distractor pictures for unambiguous sentences were pictures of the wrong

character performing the some action as the character of the correct picture.

For ambiguous, sentences distractor pictures had the some choroc 'ters shown,

with similar accompaniments, as in the correct pictuies but no-action was being

performed., S

The pictures were the materials for the maillest, but RI worm-up discussions

coloured pens, coloured counters, pencils, marbles and two toy clowns were used to

check comprehension ofthe verbal concepts.
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Proixtdures
,

The, children were tested individually in a small room, seated next to the

experimenter at o table ..The test was divided into two sessions which took place

on different days. Five youpg subjects who showed weariness hod the test administered

over three sessions.

One of the sessions began with a "worm-up" discussion of ambiguous nominal

*expressions to alert the4hild to what would happen.-This lasted from four to five

minutes. Then Parts I, II and Ill of the test were administered. The other session began

with a worm-up discussion of the agreement concept to ensure that importoot features

were comprehended.. ThenPart N of the test was administered. A further:warm-up

discussion of promising came before administration of Port V, the last pail of the test.

The warm-up.discussions of ogreementiond promising each lasted three to four minutes.

in the main parts of the test, about one crixia half minutes were spent on each sentence,

although tinefrierwas not strict. Both/ testing sessranr-lasted about half an hour.

Within each age group, half of the children received Parts `4V and V of the test

in their first tets reting session, and the other half of the childn 'Parts I,r

Hand Ht.

Warmlip discussion of nominal expreisions. The warm -up discussion of

nominal expression.isos an entirely ve4al affair. The course of the interview can

be indicated as follows :

EXPERIMENTER

E I soy to you "John always remembered his
father's advice, what do you understand?
What does "his father's advice" mean?

If you hear the following sentence: "Cleaning
the house was a very easy job for Helen",
what did Hele; do?

CHILD

$



pow (coard)

EXPERIMENTER

I say to you: 9:
mind thelove of
Vho loved whom?

CHILD

stas/Helen always had in
mother", what does it mean?

Some c.hildrn are playing in the school yard.
John and Peter started fighting.. Now; if you
hear the sentence, "Tohn's punching was very
hard", vAat do you understand? Who punched
whom?

. IF I say Ap you the sentence, "The -car's
movement was very fast", what do you think of?

If you hear the following sentence, The bird's
flight was very low", what does it mean to you?
What did the birds do?

4

It must be said that the nominal expressions in Greek, which are very commonly

used in everyday speech and conversations seem much more natural than their free or

literal translations in English. Some of the English investigations of nominal expressions

have tended to use rather unnatural sentences. Which proper noun appeared in o sentence

1Ktstas or Helert) depended on the child's sex, and the order in which questions were

. asked varied considerably also.
o

Warm-up discussion before SINFON'O 'agree' The course of the interview,

In'which grasp of essential features of agreeing was checked, can be indicated *as

follows :-

EXPERIMENTER CHILD

Suppose your brother/sister tells you to
help him/her with Itemework, and you agree.
What would you say to him/her? W'not would
you do?

Suppose you agree with a friend of yours to
flay together. What would you say to him/her?--
Mat would you do?

r



EXPERIMENTER CHILD

Two toy clovms are presented. Child identifies
the toys.

Here you date got two clowns.(E.adopts child's
terminology)t. Suppose you agree -to let me take
one. What would you soy? What would you do?

Coloured dens are given to the child.

You have got all the pens. Suppose you agreed

that t may hove t What do you sayl-What would
you do?

Why did you give me the toy clowns?
Why did i(ou let me have the coloured pens?

The aim in this discussion was to check whether the children realised that agreement
it,

was mutually binding, and to check that they realized that a party to op agreement

could be letting someone_ else -do somethingios well as undertaking to do something

Warm -up discussion before IP'OSX0ME 'promise'. The course of the interview

checking thichildren's notion of promising con be indicated as follovn:

EXPERIMENTER CHILD

Suppose you study hard, or if you are a
good boy/girl and your father promises
40 buy you a new bicycle/dress. Can
you tell me what you understand by this?

How do you promise your mother to be good
at school?.



EXPERIMENTER CHILD

Colour ed pencils marbles

are presented on the table.
Child identifies
the objects.

Were you have got a lot of coloured pens
and pencils. Suppose you promise to let

me take some. How would You soy that?

Wily did you give me the coloured counters
and marbles? Why did I get the pens and
pencils?

41,

The aim in this interview was to check whether the children thought that someone

who makes a promise must either do something, or let another person do something,

in accordance with the promise. M OA; tdre.t bttk

Batts ei tva ware.
The main test procedure. The ports of the main test each had the some main

verb, .eg I'egho 'soy, tell', while the dependent clause construction varied. Within

each port of the test, the sentences were presented in a random order, regardless of

the kind of dependent-eiouse,, ivith the restriction that no more than two sentences

with the some kind of dependent clause could follow each other. The course of the

interview for each sentence can be indicated as follows :-

EXPERIMENTER CHILD

After warm-up discussion where appropriate :

You did very well. Now you are going to play
another game, listening to some short stories

and looking at some lovely coloured pictures
But first look at these two pictures.

E. presents pictures of individual characters

to be osked about, plocing them to the left

of the child. ,

I am going to tell you some stories/sentences,'
one at a time, about these children. You will

-see them acting octording to the story you are;

going to hoar. Now look carefully at these

pictures.

rr



EXPERIMENTER CHILD
Am.

E. presents correct picture/pictures and the
distractor/distroctors in front of the child,
keeping the individual character pictures in
view.

Do you recognize these characters? They are
the some as the ones here on your left. Have
4 coreful look at them.

E. delivers sentence orally, avoiding biased
emphasis.

Vow must choose between these pictures which
picture/pictures you thins tells the story or
goes with the story you have just heard. What
was the story you heard? Con you repeat it?

*Diagnostic" questions :

\%f asked whom? What did X ask Y? Who did
that? How did X ask Y? Suppose yab are X, how
would you,ask Y? Suppose you are Y, how would
you ask X to do that?

Child scans pictures
for - 15 seconds.

Child_heaft sentence
till reception is :at's-
factory. Then chooses"
picture (s)

The term "sentence" wokused for the older children. In the case of aml guous

sentences, there was more'than one correct picture, and the number of distroctors was

always twice the number of correct pictures.

. The questiops asked after the picture choice were an attempt to see if the child

civic! "parse" the test sentence informally, and rnoy be supply the direct speech; If a

correct picture was Chosen, the experimenter asked why that picture had been chosen,

and why the other picture or pictures did not fit the story.

Ambiguous sentences were sometimes presented again, later in the testing

session, because of vacillation. The choke noted down was the child's final choke,

althougli--Fveiy interview was recorded with the cassette recorder.

1 4; 46
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E. Results

(a) Ambiguity appreciation

Eighteen subjects appreciated nominal ambiguity, but the responses of six -

were difficult to assess because of problems they had with interpreting the pictures

Theft were fewer problems in relating the pictures and sentences with verbal

constructions. There was only one case for ROT'O B and for ROT'O "C.

Verbal ambiguity was much more difficult. The number of successful subjects,

ranged fran three in the case of ROT'O e to 7 for ZIT'O . With one exception,

children detecting verbal ambiguity were over twepe-year-old. Four detected

ambit -guity an ROT'O B, five on ROT'O C, three on L'EGHO D, seven on ZIT'O,

and on all other constrictions there were six successful subjects. Table 4.3 compares

data from this and other studies on nominal ambiguity appreciation. Raw proportions

are shown since the numbers of subjects vary. Also in Table 4.3 the relation between

appreciating nominal and verbal ambiguity is indicated. It is clear that consistent

detection of nominal ambiguity is a prerequisite for even partial detection of verbal

ambiguity. This result, with one exception, was obtained with 49 bilinguals in

London, and it must be concluded that something more than purely linguistic knowledge

may be involved.

Where children did not appreciate orriaiguity, they often seemed to prefer

one interpretation over another. With ambiguousfonstructions, their picture chokes

were the main source of inform°. tion-about these preferences. The picture choice data

were given a detailed treatment.

_ 1 _



(b)

TAB-Li 4.3

Ambiguity appreciation data

Detection of nominal ambiguity - comparing other studies :

Kessel 0970)

Shultz & Piton (1973)

This rudyw
(Greek thanoglots)

Greek bilinguals

L a s s t h a n

nine years
9 - 1 1
years

1 1 - 13 Adolescents

20/28

10/10

24/32

0/2(1 -

1/27.

0/23

14/17

3/28

8/18

2/10

1/1

17/28

9/9

5/6

Note: The monoglot data is based on 54 subjects because of problems six of the

children hod with the pictures.

(c) Relation between detecting nominal ambiguity and verbal : (Chi square =

-Consistent

*19.10, with 4 d.f., p Z .001).

. Verbal Ambiguity :

Failure
to detect

Consistent
detection

Partial
detection

detection 5 9 16

Noinir,31 Partial
Ambiguity : detection 0 2 2

Failure
to detect 0 36 36

2 5 47 54

S

A 48
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(d) Picture selection data

The picture selection data consisted of three kinds of response in the cases

were ambiguity was not detected. A preference for NP1 occurred when all three-

sentences for a given construction were judged as having the same sub je the

main clause and dependent clause. A NP2 preference occurred when a child took

the_nearest NP to be the subject of the dependent clause for all three sentences.

Then there was the possibility that mixed responding could occur. Table 4.4

shows the frequency of the different kinds of response. Since the subjects are divided

into three categories on each construction, ft is possible to use the proportions to

plot the constructions on a triangular graph' (see Dickinson 1973, pp. 35-37). The

proportions used for this plot ignored subjects who detected ambiguity. The plot of

the constructions is'shown as Figure 4.1. Constructions near the left side received

. few mixed responses, and those near the right-hand side received few NP2 responses.

4

The ones near the bottom received few NP1 responses. The further they are to the

middle of the graph, the less pronounced the preferences, and the more frequent are

the mixed responses. What is clear from the plot is that there is no clear preference

at all about L'EGHO C, ROT'O C and L'EGHO B. Where there seems to be a clear

preference is with SIMFON'O which is treated as if it were SINFON10 (giving on

undertaking) exclusively, whereas to adults it can also be SINFONIO (consenting).

The preference for the "giving an undertaking" sense-with IPOSXOME A accords

with the onlyelodult-like interpretcrtion .ROTO Band L'EGHO D are treated as

ROT'O B questing a report) and L'EGHO D (requesting an action) exclusively,

without consideration of other interpretations, although there is more mixed

sponding. Only in the case of ZIT'O there is a preference for mixed responding.

4.9
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Otherwise, sentences with a-single construction seem to be treated as belonging

together. Preferences where more than two - thirds of the children preNred one

Interpretation over the alternative occurred on SlMFON10, IP'OSXOME C

Isoth for NP1) and L'EG HO D and ROT'O B (both for NP2).

(e)

TABLE 4.4

Picture choice data for all child except for the ambiguity detectors

Matrix of Phi coefficients for associations between performance on the different
/constructions :

RB

RB 1.0
RC

La
LC
LD
z
S

1PC

RA
-

LA
IPA

RC LB LC

-
LD Z. S IPC RA IA

.31 .32 .18 .23 .19 .20 .19 .23 .14
1.0 .25 .34 .38 .20, .10 .15 .32 .24

1.0 .51 .k" .32 .15 .28 .23 .21

1.0 .34 .14 .01 .17 .27 .21
1.0 .20 .01 .25 .25 .43

1.0 .19 .23 .28 .15
1.0 .19 .12 .01

1.0 .39 .10
1.0 .34

1.0

IPA I dB

.18 .21

.23 .19

.44 .34

.29 .13

.15 .25
.20 .30
.28 .20
.51 .59
.38 ..30
.12 ..21

1.0 .42

Note: Coefficients greater than ;31 ore significant of the 5% level.

Frequencies ofjxeferences for interpretations:

RB RC LB LC W Z 5 1K RA LA IPA IPB

NFl 3 16 15 19 2 13 45 36 40 22 52 31

NP2 23 22 21 43 7 0 5 16 33 3-- 2¢

/Axed 12 15 17 14 12 33 9 4 4 5 5 3

Total 55 54 54 54 57 53 54 54 - 60 60 60 60

(g) Chi square values for association with age :

LB LC ID Z S IPC RA LA IPA 1P3RB RC gib

10.13 4.14 8.09 3.81 9.11 4.76 4.61 7.f10 11.56 10.02 20.20 3.52

Note: Values greater than 9 .-49 ore significant at the 5% level (d.f. = 4)

i
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The Phi coefficients in Table 4.4 can be used to answer the question whether

aMbiguous c ructions are treated like unambiguous...enes by children who allowst

oonly int pretation. This seems to be the case with IP'05X0ME C, since

preferences are strongly associated with preferences on unambiguous constructions

with the samemoin verb. Also association between ambiguous ROT'O C and unambiguous

A is due to the same meaning (consulting) applied by the same children. But associations

between ambiguous ROT'O B and L'EGr1-10 B, and ROT'O C and L'EGHO C are mainly

due to unciersprcialized meaning (question") which L'EGHO receives with the same

kind of dependent clauses. Although there is a NP1 preference for SIMFON10 as well

as for IPOSX0ME constructions, the smallness of the Phi coefficient is due to differerit

children making up the totals.

In Table 4.4, statistics for the association with age ore given. With one

exception, tisetle is no significant association with age on ambiguous items among

the subjects who do not detect ambiguity. ROT'O B is the exception. Table 4.5

shows the figures used for each age group in obtaining the Chi scluare statistics.

The youngest, middle and oldest twenty children were compafed. in the case of the

exceptional ambiguous construction, a decline in mixed responding with age seems

responsible for the significantly large statistic. In the other cases, there h a move

to correct responding. A decline in mixed responding brought another ambiguouss

construction near to significance (LIEGHO D). This decline in mixed-responses

could be taken as-behaviour consistent with treating ambiguous constructions like,

unorligvous ones. Figure 4.2 shows the constructionsthree times, once for each

age group. Constructions where there was no significant association with eve are

omitted from Table 4.5. On the whole, there vg's apimprovement in with age on

unambiguous constructions, except for IP'OSXOME B (guaranteeing consent) where

, children wrongly treated it like IrOSX0ME A (giving an undertdking), irrespective

of oge
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Ci TABLE 4.5

Contingency tables where the association with age was significant :

Construction Age Group

RO1' 0 B
(ambiguous)

.1

S

'Youngest

Middle

Oldesf

Youngest

ROT' 0 4 Middle

Oldest

Youngest .

L'EG HO A Middle

Oldest

---,? Youngest

IP'OSXOME A Middle

Oldest

p

Picture Choke' Chi
NPI NP 2 Mixed N's Square

0 12 7 19

3 203 13

0 15 2 17,

8 9 3 20

15 4 1 20 11.56

17 3. 0 20

9 9 2 20

10 10 0 20 10.02

3 14 3 20

12 '3 5 20

20 0 0 20 20.20

20 0 0 20

.

rt

N.

.05

.05

2.001

54
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0) Adult-like responding

Wi. th unambiguous items it was possible to evaluate the children's responses
4

more rigorously thak_with ambiguous items. For every item, the children had been

asked to provide the direct speech, if possible, and to informally "parse" the

sentence, indicating what they thought the main verb meant. A criterion was
.

applied on the unambiguous items to classify responses as 'pan" or 'fail". To pass,

a child hod to pick the correct picture, but 9lso to justify the choice inthe iriorrna

"parsing ", and keep to an odultolike interpretation of the niain Serb. It was

that insisting on correct conversion to direct speech as well was too st ria although

sometimes direct speech was correctly provided. The advaritage of applying the

adult-like triterion, even though associations with age existed in the picture choices,

4ny in the examination of difficulty relations betweem constructions. From cross-.

tabulating the frpuencies of success or failure on every pair of constructions, it was

possible to construct a matrix of "disconfirmatafy response patterns% using the approach

advocated by Bart and Krus (1973). What was possible was an examination of whether

success on any given construction was a prerequisite for successon another. The

matrix of disconfirmotory response patterns, or exceptions to the prerequisite relation,

enables a decision to be made about' what sort of hierarchy of difficulty exists between .

the constructions.

Table 4.6 dives the matrix of exceptions to the prerequisite /elation, the

number of subjects who succeeded on the constructions when adult-like responding

was the criterion, and the Cochran Q statistic for the significance of the order of

difficulty of the 'constructions. With a sign-ificant Cochran Q therccon be more

aoredence in the Bar Krus methods, since they and Airasian et al. (1975)

do not always agree ri*hat proportion of exceptions to the prerequisite religion

is tolerable.
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TABLE 4:6

Data from requiring adult -like responses on unambiguous items

Matrix of exceptions to the prerequisite relation for constructions
considered in pairs:

LA

1PB

RA,

IPA

LA 1PB. RA IPA

14 27

23. 32

3 13

1

Numbers of subjects correct when adult -like responses are required:

LA 1PB RA IPA

14 20 40 52

Coohron's Q for the relogl proportions = 63.37 6.001

.0) From the matrix in Table 4.6 the hierarchy of difficulty can be diagrammed
as follows :

I

1.:EGHO A (advising) IP'OSXOME B (guaranteeing consent)

ROT' 0 A (consulting)

1POSX0ME A (giving on undertaking)

What is remarkable about this hierarchy of diffic441ty is tlit-way it contrasts with the'

one obtained by Carol Chornsky (1969). In-hers there is a linear hierarchy os follows:

.
ask (consultin9)

promise (giving on undertaking)

tell (advising)
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Althodek the numbers of successful subjects on this criterion are not ary different

"from those with the correct picture chokes in Table 4:4, this result would not. have

been found Without the insisfence on iodul t-I ikeresponding

The main reason for failing to respond in on adult-like way seemed to ire

in the children's ideas about what the main verbs could mean, Sometimes they,

.applied non-standard meanings to the main verbs. The importarice 41ton-standard

meanings can be gathered from Table 4.7. In the case of IP'OSXOME B there was

another reason eor failure. The.reason in that case was the application of the

IPOSXOME A meaning, which does not affect the main verb. In theiease of ROT'O A

"ask for d report" insteod of "consulting" meaning was applied. For this reason failure

with ROT'O A is classified under the label "Failure for other reasons" because the

main verb preserve s its question meaning unlike fix other main verbs.

TABLE 4.7

(m) Analysis of failures to meet criterion :

Construction

.

Non-standard
meanings

Failure with non-standard
meaning

Failure
for

other
reasons

Total
failing ,NP1 NP2 Mixed

meanings

ROT10 A - 0 0
---,

0 20
.

20

L'EGHO A liquestion
.

22 0 24 0 46

IP'OSX0ME A * tell-say 0 3 5 0

.

8

IP'OSX0ME B * tell-say 0 6 3 31 40

Note: Non-standard meanings are asterisked.



(n) Ambiguity appreciation and adult-like responding
.

Being correct on the unambiguous constructions and being correct about

ambiguity (in appreciating its existence) are both forms of adult-like behaviour.

The remaining relationship to be extracted from the data was between these two

kinds of behaviour. The relationships suggest o>more or less parallel development.

The best 25 subjects were correlrBrefither 3 or 4 of the unambiguous items,

according to the adult -like responding criterion. No children detected verbal

ambiguity with a score of less than 3, except for one child who realized that

ZIT10 was ambiguous. On the other band, it was possible to detect nominal

ornbiguity with o score of only two. The figures are :

Nominal ambiguity:

Detection Foil to detect

Number of 3 or 4 16 9
unambiguous items less than 3 8 27
correct:

_ _

Furthermore, of the seven subjects who could detect verbal ambiguity (partially

or consistently), five failed on LIGHO A, the most difficult unambiguous

construction, and one of these also foiled on IPOSX0ME B, the second most

difficult. So although ambiguity appreciation and correctness on unambiguous

Items are associated, progress in both seems to be in parallel, rather than within

a single development where the one follows the other.
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CONCLUSION

In deciding when children can appreciate nominal ambiguity, Kessel seems

to be an odd man out. Looking at his procedures it is clear that his test was invalid.

He used distroctor pictures where irrelevant actions were being performed. Children

could succeed by selecting a picture with a relevant action, whereas, in this experiment

the pictures were more alike, whether correct or incorrect.

The way reliable appreciation of nominal ambiguity seemed a prerequisite

for any appreciation of verbal ambiguity was paralleled in the results from bilinguals

(see Chapter 3). It seemed independent of linguistic experience, and further

improvement in comprehending verbal constructions that were not ambiguous %avid

trIce place even in ambiguity detectors. Notsopoulos (1976) argures that the

transition to formal operational thinking is implicated in ambiguity appreciation.

He points to similaritiesbetween the protocols of children in these linguistic

tests and those of children in Inhelder and Piaget's (1958) cognitive tests.

dikhe problem for this account is the dissociation relation between behaviour with nominal

verbal ambiguity. Natsopoulos appeals to the Piagetion notion of a "decalage"
Is .

to explain this.

Response patterns where ambiguity was not detected, and where it did not

occur, could not be attributed to any syntactic bias. English studies would

lead one to expect a bias for P2 response in younger children, but that did

not occur. With the una iguous constructions, the differences in difficulty do

follow semantic differences. Speech acts like consulting, guaranteeing permission

and commissives ore responded to in different ways. What appeal to some general

semantic
.
explanation cannot handle is the striking contrast between these diffic.ulty

relations and those in English studies. Further data with more common reporting

verbs was needed.

6



CHAPTER FIVE

Results from testing constructions with a variety of main verbs were very

different in Greek from what might hove been expected on the basis of English

"dies. A major cognitive advance was implicated, when ambiguity appreciation

was involved. One observation suggested caution. The main verbs in the .

constructions ---testd were liable to be interpreted in a non-standard way. Some
7°.

kind of semantic explanation was preferable to one relying on syntactic principles.

It was decided to conduct a test using only-the most common reporting verbsc

L'EGHO 'say, tell' and ROT'O 'ask, question'. With only two main verbs a greater

variety of following constructions could be tried. Notsopoulos (1976) classified

the resulting adult interpretations according to the kind of speech act reported

by the sentences. lie compared criteria suggested by philosophers, sociologists an

sociolinguists. Sometimes these criteria overlapped, but it should have been possible

to see if reports of the most different speech acts diffred most extensively.

A subsidiary purpose of this experiment was to check on the resistance

of pre-adolescent children to allowing more than one interpretation for ambiguous

verbal constructions. Ambiguous sentences were presented after a context hod
,1111.

been provided. The context was intended to make it as clear as possible that more

than one interpretation of the sentence was possible.- If both interpretations were

accessible to children, then ambiguity detection should have been facilitated.

.1
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D. Method

The methodological approach was to test comprehension of a large number

of unambiguous sentences for each of a number of constructions, which can, in

general, give rise to ambiguity. Unambiguotts examples were used to see how firmly
-

based preferences in interpretation might be. To answer questions about ambiguity

appreciation itself, port of the test consisted of ambiguqus sentences precteed by

contexts whit were intended to prompt ambiguity detection.
,

5irbjects

The seventy subjects were recruited from two schools. One third came from

the experimental school attached to the department of Education and Psychology at

the University of Thessaloniki. The pupils in this school are selected fo represent'a

cross-section at' regards family socio-economic background. TWo thirds came from

the 37th primary school, Thessoloniki,which shares classes with the experimental school.

The sample from the 37th primary schooywas seleccd to match the socio- economic status

of the children from the experimental schoOl. The oldest children were from the secondary

department of the experimental school. The Arnpasition of the sample was as follows :

"iv4ean Age

6;9 7;6 8;6 9;6 10;5 11;4 12;7 N

Sex : Boys 5 5 5 5 5 5 10 40
Girls 5 5 5 .5 5 5 0 30

70

The lost group consisted only of boys because to ensure equal numbers of girls fro*,

another school provdd difficult due to lack of cooperation from officials.

61
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Urguistic Constructions Tested

The comprehenshin test given to the children had three parts : Part I tested

constructions with the verb rot'o 'ask, question; Part II tested constructions with the

verbs simfon'o 'agree' and zit'o 'ask, request on oction'ilbii Ill tested constructions

s_soid, told', a form from the paradigm of l'egho 'soy, tell'.
'

Constructions with these verbs present a comprehension problem in Greek,

as in English, because there is on unstated subject to decide about; What is different

about Greek is that the main clause verb does not indicate which noun phrase in the

111
main clause will be the subject of the dependent clause. In Chapter 4, it was

reported that children as old as thirteen were unaware of the resulting ambiguity.

Whereas adults would allow that bothJohn and Mary can be the subject of to'isi 'feed'

in

o J'annis z'itise op' ti M'eri na to'isi ti ghtato
(art.) (John) (asked) (prep.) (art.) (Mary) (part.) (feed) (art.) (cat)

children would allow only Jphn or Mary but not both.
J

Airttif -r-ftencesin,Part II-of the test were ambiguous like the example given.

The dependent clause began with no and the verb was in the subjunctive, after the

main verbs simfon'o 'agree' and zit'o 'ask'. What was new in this test was that ambiguous

sentences were preceded by a context. The context was intended to prompt detection of

ambiguity. For the sentence r4rorting the request about feeding the cat, the context.was :

Nary has got a lovely little cat. John loves the little cat very much.
He wants either to feed the cat himself or to get tvbri to do so, because
he would like the little cat to be very happy. t

4

IASt the sentences used in the test are given in Appendix A, along with the preceding

cgrActs. Part II of the test ionsisted of sentences 55 to 60 inclusive (six sentences).

There were -ambiguous sentences in the other ports of the test.



_The ambiguous sentences with rot'0 ' ask, question' and l'egho 'say, tell'

with; main verb had a different kind of dependent clause from the other ambiguous

sentences. The dependent clause in those cases began with a conjunctive (a word

. like which) and hod a future tense verb. These sentences were sentences 52 to 54

Inclusive in Appendix A, and sentences 76 to 78.

4t.

The main verb rot'o 'ask, question' cannot be followed by a dependent Clause

with na and the subjunctive'. The Sentences in Part T of the test had dependent clauses

i representing what is 733ible after rotio,namely :

functive + no + subjunctive verb;
junctive + tha + indicative of future tense

conjunctive + indicative,verb in various tenses (imperfective
and simple past)

In tFe latter case another dependent clause with subjunctive often followed the

first dependent clause as Appendix A shows. To find out hit firmly based children's

interpretations were, it was decided to select particular sentences for testing niwhich

the content of the dependent clause caused adults to declare only one conceivable

interpretation p6ssible. That is to say, although the syntax of the sentence allows for

more than one interpction, the content of any one example might well rule out one

of the noun phrases as a candidate for being the unstated subject oUthe dependent

clause. If a lueslion concerns enjoyment of an outing, it is the hearer of the question_

who went on the outing, despite whot is allowed by the syntax of the reporting sentence

in general. Just such sentences were Composed for Parts I and Ill of the test. The

unambiguous sentences in Part I were sentences 40 to 51 inclusive. The unambiguous

sentences with l'egho 'soy, tell' were sentences 61 to 75 inclusive.

The collocational possibilities with l'egho 'soy, tell' are more numerous than

with other reporting verbs. They include all the possibilities with rot'o 'ask, question'

as well as dependent clauses beginning with no and having the verb in the subjunctive.



In referring to what the sentences exemplified, the main verb, with a letter after it,

will be used. Sometimes the adult interpretation of the construction will be added

to the label. Different identifying letters are used where particular interpretations

occur.

Table 5.1 labels all the constructions used in the test, and Table 5.2

sum
.

marizes the adult paraphrases lo ensure

native speaking adults were consulted about

reliability of interpretation twenty-two

the sentences used in the test. They

were given the pictures to be used, as well os being asked for their judgements

verbally. The term "consulting" summarizes any interpretation on which the main-.

clause subject (NP1) is regarded as asking for advice or for suggestions about a

contemplated course of action. Constructions with rot'o can be used to report such _

on utterance. Conversely, constructions with l'egho 'tell' can be used to report the

giving of advice or instructions. Hence the summary label "advising". SometiMes

when a future tense occurs in a construction with rot'o or l'egho, the meaning does

not concern consultation and the giving of advice, but-the exchange of information

about intentions. This gives rise to the interpretations summarized as "expressing

intentions" and "asking about intentions". Constructions with l'egho 'say, tell'. or

rot'o 'ask, question' and o post tense verb in the dependent clause con report exchanges

informationnformation about past actions. These interpretations are summarized as."requesting

a report" and "giving d report". When the statement about Fast action has NP2 as the

unstated subject, the sknbe is not quite that of "giving a report".. Asking about NP2's

past action is a request for a report, but the only way to ensure a construction with

l'egho which has NP2 o the unstated subject, is to get the overtone of approval or

disapproval. This happens in L'EGHO F where the interpretation is summarized

"passing comment".

-
t2.)
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TABLE 5.1.

Aduilinterpretations of the Linguistic COilstructions Tested

Construction

_ROT'O A'

ROT'O D

ROM E

ROT'0 F

ROT'O G

ROVO C'

kr!' 0 A

Dependent Clause

conj. + na + V subj.

conj. + V pastr"'

Subject of Dependent Clause

NP1 .NP2

Consulting

conj. + complex Consulting,
dependent clause asking for

permission

conj . + tha + V fut.

conj tha.+ V fut. Consulting

conj. + tha + V fut.

no + V subj.

SllyfON'O,A + V

L'EGHO A' conj.

L'EGHO E

+ + V subj.

conj. + V past

L'EGHO F conj.

L'EGHO G conj.

L'EGHO H

L'EGHO I

Y post

tfri + Vfut.'

na + V subj.

na + V subj.

Requesting a report

Asking about intentions

Consulting Asking about intentions

Requesting an action

Consenting

Obtaining
consent

Giving an
undertaking

Reporting

Expressing,
intent ions

Obtaining
consent

L'EGHO C' conj. + tha + V fut. Expressing
intentions

.16

Advising

Passing comment

Requesting an action

Advising r`

6,5



TABLE 5.2

Inte stations of the constru cusigned by adults

* DEPENDENT CLAUSE
.

.

, )

.

. / MAIN VERB

Construction - `L

SUbject
assigned L'EGHO

-

- '' ROI'0
..

, ZIT'O WOW°
.

Conjunctive + no,
+ftsubrunctive

,

.

,

NP1

. ,
.

, f

ask for advice, a
svggetion, a
recommendation A

. _ io .

.

4.
NP2

-

advise, recommend
suggest on action
for NP2 A

.

,

,

..

Conjunctive + tho NP1
state on in ion

.-- tG
` ask for advice or

a suggestion Ca __/ ..+ V future.......,

-

NP2

,.

cdvice rec d.
suggest an action
for NP2

ask for information
about a future
action CF

..

ilw---
Conjunctive +
V post If

' NP1.
state feeltis s about
-own action, express
personal state ' i \

.

-

.
.

.

...
.....

.

.

. NP2 -
sa

.
ask for information '
about NP2tispast
action D

----

.

. *,

,
.

na + subjunctir

, A

.

.
, ,

. .
.request perthissiors

A
agree and fulfil an action

A

NP2
request an action;
order H

-
I

.

request cub action,
Order .A

.

,
agree to NP2's enjoxment
of what the ogreement
includes A

....

Conjunctive +
'complex clause

-.., -- r. .

--;
-.

NP1
request permission
to do something o
port of Fulfilling
on intention I

ask for caice or
for advice with
permission E

.

,
,

,

63
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Some of the constructions involve notions like per fission, or letting the

othei person do something, and requests to be .allowed to do things. Thus the adult

interpretations of zit'o + no + V subjunctive and the same construcfion with yegho

-can be summarized as "obtaining consent" because the main clause subject wants to

becalmed to do something. Agreeing that the NP2 should do something is storpnxtrized

with the label "consenting". , -

These sunwnarizing labels were based questioning t adults about what

the sentences exemplifying the construct; nt. The bo S is the same for the

translations provided in Appendix A.

WI,at was obtained by varying the content, of depe t clauses, as, for

example, forcing the NP2 interpretation with questions bout enjoyment, was a

test where children would have to switch between a PI interpretation and a NP2

Interpretation to perform in an adult -like fashion. If they had overall biases, or

strategies associated with partcular main verbs, then they would nlilte obit to perform

correctly by adult standards.'

The length of the individual sentences varied between nine and sixteen words,

but those with a complex dependent clause were longer (up to 20 words). The complex

dependent clauses in the constructions ROT'O G and L'EGHO I were so because a

further clepe'nd;:nt clause was embedded in the one following the main verb. However,

the vocabulory and the kind of situation described ...Pa) Vept as familiar to the children

as possible.

4
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M:iterials

Intesting the linguistic constructions, presentation and responding were oral,

and the whole test session was recorded on an ITT cassette recorder. The basic task

was picture vlection. All the pictures used in the whole study are given in Appendix B.
0

The pictures in the appendix Cite photographs of original line drawings. In presentation,

colours were used to make individual characters easily identifiable. In addition there

were separate pictures of the individual characters with consistent Colours, and the

names written in large. letters. -There were six sets of 8/ x 10/ inch coloured drawings.

There was a picture which corresponded with each adult interpretation of ci sentence

(NP1 doing the action, or NP2), and always the some number of distractors. So for

the ambiguous ;terns there were two correct pictures and two distractors. in Appendix

B, the top left capital letter on each picture ( C- or --W-) indicates whether a picture

is a correct choice or wrong. (The pictures used in the test did-not have any-such

marks on them). -

Besides the pictures used in the main test, two toy clowns and some coloured

pens were usedei a worm-up discussion.

The content of the distractor 'pictures is important. For unambiguous sentences,

in the drractor pictures the wrong charactep was shown performing the same action as

the actor in the correct picture. For ambiguous serniences distractor pictures had tiv

some characters shown, with similar accompaniments, as in the correct la' icturet but

no action was being performed.

6P



Procedures
.ra

The'children were tested individually in a small room, seated next to the

experimenter at a table. The test was divided into two sessions which took Place on

different days. Four young subjects who showed weariness had the test administered

in three sessions.

One of the sessions consisted of Port 1, then a warn -up discussion of the

not ion okogreement, and finally Part II. This session 'lasted about thirty-five minutes.

The other session consisted of Part Ill - all the constructions occurring with l'egho 'soy,

tell'. The session for Part III took about thirty minutes. About one and a half

minutes were spent on each sentence, although the timing was not strict. A little

more time was spent on the sentences with complex dependent clauses. Within each

age group, half of the children received Part III of the test in their first testing

seitsion, and half began with Parts land II.

Worm-up discussion of agreement. To make sure that the children hod the

necessary lexical knowledge for Part II of the test, there was a warm-up discussion

of agreement. The course of the interview con be indicated as follows :

EXPERIMENTER CHILD

Suppose your brother/sister tells you to Kelp
him/her with homework and you agree. Mat
would you say to him/her? What would you do?

.

Suppose you agree with a rriencrof tours to play
togethee? Wnat would you say toihrtiVher?
What woultt you do?

Two -toy clowns are presented.

Here you have got two toy clowns. (E adopts
child's terminology). Suppose you agree to
me take one. What would you say? What
would you do?

Child identifies
the toys



EXPERIMENTER CHILD

u Coloured pens are given to the child.

Yk have got all these pens. Suppose you
agree to me have two. What do you say?
What wouldjou do?

Why did you give me the toy clowns?
Why did you let me have the coloured
pens?

The aim in this disCussion was to check'whether the children realised-thht an agreement

vies mutually binding, and to check that they realised that a party to on agreement

cold be letting someone else do something,: as well as undertaking to do something

himself-. A11 c.1.:04(eA a; A cvt.

Testing cornprahension of the sentences. Parts 1,41I and III of the tilt were

kept together in the order in which the sentences were tested, although the sentences

within each port were presentedin a random order, regardless of kind of dependent

clause, with the restriction that no more than two sentences having the some kind

of dependent clause could follow-each other. The effect was a constant switching

between sentences where NP1 should be chosen, and NP2 should be chosen. The

course of the interview for each sentence can be indicated os follews :

EXPERIMENTER CHILD

You are'going to play a game, listening
to some short stories and looking at some
lovely coloured pictures. But first lock
at these two fitctures.

E. presents pictures of individual characters
which ore candiddtes for choice, placing
to the left of the child.

I am going to tell you some stories/sentences,
one at a time, ab&,t these children, You
see them acting according to the story you are
going to hear. Now look carefully at these
pictures.



EXPERIMENTER

E. 'presents correct picture/pictures tind
the distractor/distractors in front of the
child, keeping the individual character*
pictures in view.

Do yourecognise these characters? They
are the some as the ones here on your
left. Hove a careful look at them,

6. says the sentence, avoiding biased
imphasis.

You must choose between these pictures
which picture /pictures you think tells the
story you have just heard. What was the

story you heard? Can xou repeat it?

"Diognostic" questions : Who asked whom?
What did X ask Y? Who did that? How did
X ask Y? Suppose you are X how would you
ask Y to do that? Suppose you are Y how
would you ask X to do that?

CHILD

Child scans lictures
for 12 - IS seconds.

Child hears sentence
till reception seems
satisfactory.
Then chooses pictore(s)

1

The term °sentence" was used for the older children. in the case of ambiguous

sentences, there were two correct pictures and two distractors as well.

Tie.questians asked after the picture choice were of attempt to see if the child

could 'parse" the test sentence informally, and may be supply the direct speech. If a

correct picture was chosen, the experimenter asked why that picture had been chosen,

and vitIY`thebther picture or pictures did not fit the story. All sentences were presented

only once, although some retesting had token place in a previous investigation.

71
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Results.from testing ambiguous constructions :

Despite the use of contexts intended to draw attention to two possible

c(
Interpretations of the ambiguous senten es-, only four subjects showed any apprecia' ion

#

of ambiguity. Three showed partial detection of ambiguity on L'EGHO C,ard one

,subject consistently detected ambiguity across the four ambiguousconstructions.

The results 'from testing these constructions concern preferences fortone interpretation

offer another, when ambiguity was not detected. When a large number of ambiguous

constructions was tested in a previous experiment, it was found that children, who

did not detect ambiguity, nevertheless treated ambiguous constructions somewhat

differently from unambiguous ones. A possible exception was the verI51:x 'promise",

which was not tested on this occasion because it produced similar behaviour. 'On

This occcsion it was possible to fifif if response prefeiences had some basis,

because many unambiguous constructions were tested. The ambiguity detectors were

among the best 20% of the sample, according to performance on unambiguous items.

Since other subjects did just as well on unambiguous items without detecting ambiguity,

their preferences could be compared with those. Who did not do so well. If high

performance and particular preferences were associated, then there might be *better"
).

and "worse" ways of fatting to detect ambiguity. In Table 5.3 the relevant- Chi square

values ore all insignificant. So, there ore not preferences on ambiguous constructions

which distinguish high scorers from others on the rest of the test. A

J
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(a)

())

(c)

TABLE 5.3

Data for ambiguous constructions when ambiguity was not detected :

Matrix of Phi coefficients for associations between preferences :

ROT10 C
Z17'0 A
S1/4/fON'O A

RC'

1.0

ZA SA

.24', .28
1.0 .22

1.0

LC'

.30

.24

.14
L'-EGHO C' 1.0

Preferences:

NP1 42 31 53 36
NP2 16 9 42 10
Mixed -11 28 \ 14 20

Coefficients above .24
would be significant but
Fleiss (1973) recommends
ignoring those below .30.

Chi square values for association 4tweent preferences and oge (d.f. = 4) :(

RC' ZA 3A LC'

1.33 8109 5.96 10.61

(N.S.) (.05( p (.10) (N.S.) (p c.05)

Chi square values for association between preferences and high scoring 9) /
on unambiguous constructions (d.f =

RC' ZA SA LC'-

1.24 3.64 0.79
(all N.S.),

1.08

On the other hand, ambiguous constructions can produce changes in preferences

with age (L'EGHO and associations between preferences on constructions with

different main verbs (see Table' 5.3). WnIT happened wittrtIGHO C' was a decline

with age in the frequency of choosing the second noun phrase. But although good

performance on unambiguous items is associated with oge, the change in preferences

is not connected with good performance. The answer toihe questions.rahed by this

construction were found in the protocols of the .children. A- common non-standard

meaning assignedto L'EGHO was to treat it as introducing an indirect question. This

explains the significant association with preferences for ROM C'. So the change with

age, bound up with misapprehensions about what the construction means. The importance

I'

of meanings asiltfted to the main verbs is stressed in the description of what happened

F. C..



(d) Results from testing unambiguous constructions :

The results for unambiguous constructions are based on the requirement of

adult-like responding. To meet this Fequirement, a child had to pick the correct

picture, ovoid giving non-standard meanings to the main verb and provide informally

a kind of "parsing" of the sentence, saying who was the actor and who was acted

upoci. Sometimes conversions to direct speech were provided correctly. It was

decided that requiring correct conversions to direct speech would be an excessive

demand since the test concerned comprehension, rather than what could be expressed

verbally.

Table 5.4ives the Phi coefficients for associatiorts between being correct

on all pairs of constructions, and the number of children correct on each

construction, The statistic for fhe difference between the numbers correct was

highly significant. Also given ore Chi square statistics for the association between

adult-like performance and age. Where the statistic indicated o significant

association, the association was between improvement and age without exception.

lt,is clear that the easiest constructions were not so easy as to leave no room for

improvement with age. The most difficult constructions were very dif4kcult for this

sample of children. But for the two most difficult constructions there waslo

significant trend towards a greater proportion of the oldest children being correct.
A

For these age comparisons,, the sample was divided into the youngest 20, the
4

middle 30 and the oldest 20.

The overage number of constructions correctly comprehended for the whole

sample was 6.76 with a standard deviation of 2.12.YThe cog elation between age

in years and the total number of correct constructions was .62 (Pt -001)-



(e) Data from 70 children on unambir ous constructions :

LA'. LF .RD - RF RG LE LI

L'EGHO A' - .25 .08 .24 .02 .29 .06

L'EGHO F .1Z .28 .410 .07 .03

ROT'O D - .19 .25 .17 .25

ROM F - .26 .00 ,..22

ROM G .. .18 .08

L'EGHO E

4111

.

- .17

L'EGHO 1 -

ROT'0 A'

ROT10 E
.

L'EGHO p

L'EGHO H

RA' RE LG LH

.08 .22 .32 .19

.02 .02 .07 .05

.22 .10 .04 .01

.13 .06 - .07. .38

.61 .47 .14 .18

.36 .35 .49 .01

.24 .18 .18 .24

- .63 .33 .16

- .33 .07

- .07

OD

c.

Number of
children 20 22 41 43 43 44 45 52 52 52 c4rJ9/z

correct :
Cochran's Q = 99.13, d.f. = 10, p < .001

Chi square
. for assoc.

with oge
with 2 d.f.

LA LF RD RF RG LE LI. RA' RE LG LH

7.93 7.35 2.01 11.37 2.05 18.09 4.00 11.81 6.68 13.73 8.37
(.02) (.05) (N.S) (.01) (N.S) (.001) (14.S) (.01) (.05) (.01) (.02)

I
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Phi coefficients over .24 would be significant, but Fleiss (1973). recommends

ignoring any less than .30. Behaviour from one construction to the other was

seasonably predictable in the case of ROT'O A' and ROT'O E, and ROT'O *G,

between some L'EGHO constructions, and between constructions with the two main

verbs. The coefficient of .32 in the top row does not mean the some as the others,

since there behaviour on the two constructions was different. Further analysis relied

'the ordering theory methods described by Airasion et al. (1975). The aim was to

see what kind of hierarchy of difficulty might exist between the constructions. The

information needed is the frequency of failure on one construction while passing

on another. If very few (less than 10%) fail on one while passing on the other, then,

success on the first construction can be regarded as a prerequisite for success on

the other. The relevant frequencies are given in Table 5.5 for all pairings of

constructions. The table is read by entering, for example, at the L'EGHO G row

and reading that only one person was an except ion to the prerequisite .relation as

far as L'EGHO A' is concerned. Looking at the LG column, in the cell at the

L'EGHO AI row, there are 32 exceptions to the prerequisite relation. So success

on L'EGHO G is a prerequisite for supcess on L'EGHO A'. If the figure in the

second cell considered had been very small, the two constructions would be

,equivalent in difficulty. The relations to be extracted can be summarized in

Table 5.6. What is very clear is that there is no linear hierarchy of difficulty, or

Guttman scale. The difficulty relations are very complicated. If-only L'EGHO H,

ROT'O D,L'EG HO F and L'EGHO A' had been consicbred, there would have been

a misleading impression of a straightforward linear hierarchy. The same would apply

if only ROT'O E, ROT'O A, L'EGHO F and L'EGHO A' had been considered.

But with the number of constructions tested, it would be extremely difficult to diagram

the observed relationships. / ftftlf
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TABLE 5.5

Matrix of exceptions to the prerequisije relation : ..

Ri RO LE LI RA RE LG LH

L'EGHO At

lA`

-

LF

12

RD

28

L'EGHO F 10 - 26

ROT'0 D 7 7 ..

( ROM F 4 4 13

ROT'0 G 8 10 20

L'EGHO E 3 7 18

L'EGHO I 8 8 26

ROT'-0 'AV 4 6 14

ROT'0 E 4 6 9

L'EGHO G 1 7 10

L'EGHO H 1 4 5

27

25

15'
-

21

16

19

13

b2

10

2

31 27 33 36 28 32 40.

31 29 31 36 36 36 41

22 21 20 . 25 20 21 23
..

21 17 21 22 21 19 . 18

- 14 16 11 13 18 25.

13 . - 13 14 14 12 22
a

14 14 - 15 16 16 24
.

2 6 8 - 5 _ 9 17

4 6 t 5 - 9 16

/9 4- 10 9 9 - 16

9 7 10 10 _ 9, - --,

. When a matfrix like the one in Table 5.5 is used or items that form a scale,
t_

ere is an increase in the frequencies along the rows and a decrease in the frequencies0
down the colurrps, provided that 'the items are 'listed in order of .The

constructions are in order of difficulty in Table 5.5 and the absence of a scale is

obvious. Carol Chornsky (1972) talks of a Guttman scale with reference to only three

7-

constructions. It is clear r that such claims are dangerous, if up to eleven constructionsI
are ccinsidered. If only a few constructions, which wereitentroi to theoretical interests,

had been tested, there could have been an oversimplified view of the difficulty
4.-.

relationships.
2

"?.4.
'

...

t
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The relations that can be extracted from Table 5.5 can be summarized

in Table 5.6.

(9)

TABLE 5,6

Relations between the constructions:

Relation:

Prerequisite

Construction:

L'EGHO H

L'EGHO G

ROM E
ROT-0 A'

L'EGHO E

ROPO F

ROOD

Equivalence: ROT'O

with Constructions:

LA;LF,RD,RF,LE

LA, V, LE

LF, RG, LE'

LA,LF,RG,L.E

LF

LF

LF

ROTIO E

It might be objected that this "way of treating the results concentrates on the

relations between the constructions tested, and not on the individwol subjects.

But this is the emphasis that the data require. The alternative -approach was
:-....:

adopted by Cromer (1970). He showpd a change in age thdt Consisted of abandoning
.,,

a 'primitive" strategy of res nalin-the same way to all The constructions tested.

The children tested in this study did not behave in a way that would make such an

anwlysts,fecrsible. Only three children out of the seventy responded in the some way

to all the unameus constructions. *hat was changing with age was not the kin

of overall stategy, but something much more specific.

l
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.r./...
rion7standarcrmeanings applied to the main velbs

l,. , e

The question as to what was changing with age* to bring about improvement

,had to be answered by reference to the protocols of the test interview.. What

bqppe d to bring about the improvements in performance was the gradual

rance of misapprehensions ab-ciut the meanings of the main verbs.;The

majority 9f failures were due, in the case of L'EGHO constructions, to thinking

that L'EGHO could introduce an indirect question. Another case where a non-standard

Theo ing Was applied was where
/
L'EGHO was followed by no and a verb-iit the 1

su unotive. Sometimes children thought the main virb could still.introduce a

statement, even in that construction.

Table i.7 shows how, well the misapprehensions (by adult standards)- account

for failures on the L'EGHO constructions. Where failure for other reasons occurred,
-N.....:...._ : ... ..

It was because the constnictiorr was treated as a statement about the wrong person.

In the case of ROT') constru$406, all the children knew it intragoced

4 indirect questions. Where failure occurred, it was mainly because the kind of 'question-

being described was incorrectly understood as to the actor performing the action,

I,

denoted by the dependent clause:,

The reason wny- the data were as has been described lay in the failure of

rr

. -
young children to redlize who; meaning a main verb gave to a cotistruction, and

r*"
what meaning it could take from the construction. It is not surprjsing, then, that

_

.0
very complicated difficulty relat4ns could occur between constructions ha the

same main verbs.

t

4

tr
O tv.
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TABLE 5.7

(1) Analysis of Uailures to meet criterion :

l
,.

l

Construction

I (

,

.1
, 0

Nonstandard
meanints

/Failures with non-standard
meaning

NP1' NP2 Mixed.

meanings

Failure
for

other
reasons

Totals-
failing

,-
L'EGHO A'

, -

*qupstion 26 2 12 0 4,
)

50

...1.0

L'EGHO E *question ... . 0, .10 16 ' 0 '26,

L'EGHO F *question , .
. f 38 10

L'EGHO G
11

*question 0 10.. 6 18

L'EGHO H *statement 6 0 5
.

11 11

L'EGHO I

4

*request and
statement

.

0 8 17 0 25

ROT'O A'
. L

- 0 . 0

2
0 18 18

ROT'O I> , , - . 0 0 0 29 29

ROT'0 E % - i....

. e ,

0 0 18 18

ROT'0 F
.

*- 0 0 0 27 27

.

ROT'0G -
A

0 0 / 27 27
I -

Note: Non-standard meanings are asterisked.

,
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CONCLUSION

Although Natsopouloi.(1976) had a classifiCation of the constructions tested

in the experiment to see whether the kjnd of ,speech act reported was the Lbsis for

comprehension difficulties, the results 4:sgested a more obvious explcfation.

When a veto like L'EGHO 'say, tell' stands- in a construction which is used to report

speech, its meaning becomes restricted in a particular way. It can only introduce

-
statements or commands, whereas, when used parenthetically in direct speech, it,
has all the stereotypy of the English verb saw. Children dicknoticalise that

it could not introduce a reported question- Likewise with earto 'ask, 4uestion'

only the most common meaning (requesting information) is considered. The effect

of putting ROT'O in a" construction so that it reports a corisultation was not

appreciated by the youngest children. -Villat changes with age, then, in the case
I

of unambiguous constructions, is a piecemeal growth of knowledge aboui the way,

reporting verbs give meaning to, and take meaning from the constructions in which

they can stand .The fact that this- knowledge is language-partioular is4hordly surprisir9

+since children make mistakes even tilIcidolescenye, if adult standards are applied.(
As-far as ambiguous construct?ons are concerned, he resistance to a-owing.

more than one interpretation, irrspite'of a facilitating context, reinforces the

contention of Natsopoulos (1976) tl-pa), a cognitive develowent ks-implicated in

ambiguity appreciation.
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' CHAPTER SIX I
The experiments describetrri Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 provided a number of

tanstnictions which differed widely in difficultifor -Greek monoglot children.
- .
Air

It was easy to select a smaller number which spanned the_difficulty rear to do
.

a test of bilingUals in order to see how they might differ.

A number of theorists workingwith very young bilingual children have tried

to conceptualize what the bilingual's state of linguistic knowledge cap be.

The possibilities considered are that the bilingual has a sepaiate rule system for each .

%
.

language or a rule system unlike the rule system of monoglots in either language.
i*

Most theorists would predict that there would be a qualitative diffeience between

bilinguals and monoglots on a test of this nature, not justa slight decrement in
_*

the performance of bilinglials. Theorists affected by the behaviourism of the

1950's wculd.expect the _bilinguals to split into the cQtegoriea, or vary between

two extremes. There should be a subgroup cF bilinguals who would behave as

English studies-would lead toe to expect, or bilinguals showing a degree of

. ..
"interference". .1n this test a preference for one kind of response would ;dent'

14
such bilinguals. Membership of such a subgroup, Or higher koterierence, should

be associated. with a particular kind of exposure to the minority language.

Bilinguals who would be vary like monoglots should have a different kind of

background. These behaviourist influenced views are attacked by Diller (1970),

but some of the theories which refer to "rule systems" are not very different in their

-..

ixedictions; except that the role of biolgraphical variables is minimized.

i
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1

D. Method

in investigations with rnonogloT Greek children in Thessaloniki, a wide range

of linguistic conswctions had been used. For bilingudl children, fewer constructions

were tested, because it was necessary to get further information about their competence

in Greek, andbiogrophical information that would be of interest.

Subjects

o There were`forty-two chyren in the investigation with ages ranging from six

to thirteen. They fell into four age greOps as follows :

Averoge: age :

6;6 8;5 10;3_ 12;5 N

Sex: Boys 1 3 5 6 /15
Girls 7 8 9 3 /27

42

- .
The children all came from homes where Greek was spoken, but their regular schooling

was entirely English. They attended courses organised by the Greek Ministryof

Education, which were he''d in Saint Sophia School, Montrnouth,arli Inverness Terrace*)
London. These courses ore ctfoluritary provision, to give some schooling in Greek, and

they oreuheld every Saturday morning.. The teachers on the courses were asked to provide

pupils who-were fluent in Greek. The school receives children with-diffen)nt levels of

ability. To ensure that the subjects-really knew Greek, a screening test' used. The

42 subjects eventually used werec)tildren who, on thewhole, heard both En lisp and`

Greek at horrie. (Only f urgat re from homes where interaction with parents was
'

,

'conducted Consistently in Greek). Twc thirds off the children used both English and
s

Greek in interactions with peers, but 15 of the 42 used oSly English in peer interactions.
Ns " .. ,1,

t

33
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This information was gathered from a questionnalle conducted while the test was in

progress. It can be summarized as follows :

Language used with Parents

Parents and Parents use Parents and Parents switch and
children use only Greek; children children use only
Greek only children switch switch English

Numbers : 4 6 25 5 /42'

Language, used with Peers

English Switching Greek with reek Others --
only with siblings siblings; ly

and friends English with with
friends friends

Numbers 15 17 4 3 3 /42

Of-the others one switched languages at home, and used only Greek with friends;

one used only English at home-and switched languages with friends; the lhirdvsed

only Greek with peers.

There seemed to bo poor association between choice of language with-peers,

and the language uy.3.d with parent's. The children who used only English with peers

came from every category of parental language use. The some was true of the children

who used both longu6ges with peers.

Parental Background in Greece. The parents of the children toine from

different ports of the Greek speaking worliCslah be seen from the following table:

, Parental Origins )

.

_Both from One Greek Both One Greek
mainland and from elGreece one Cypriot Cyprus . one tngi.kh

Number of
children:. 15 7 19 1 /42

8 4'
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There are mony differences between Greek dialects, besides the existence of larxguage

varieties comparable to the diglossia situations discussed by Ferguson (1959). But the

tests being used did not seem to involve problems attributable to language varieties,

apart from the judgements aboiit pronunciation and accent.

Linguistic Constructions Tested

The linguistic constructions 'tested we* all constructions which hod been
1

tested before with monoglot Greek speaking chldren. They concerned the verbs

I'egho 'say, tell', rot'o 'ask, question' and zit'o Issk, request an action'. Before

use With Olonoglots the adult interpretations of the instructions hod been checked

with twenty two native speakers, using the pictures for the test with children, and

discussing them verbally.

The kinds-of construction in wbichboftrotso and l'egho conland include :

NPi + main yerb + NP2 + conjunctive + Vsubjunctive

'-NP1 + main verb + NP2 + conjunctive + Vpaf indicative

The comprehension prc,-L-Aern for the children was to decide who was the unstated subject

of the depenclent clause which began with the conjunctive (a word like pro 'which' or

or pios9 'how much'). On adult interpretations, when rotioapars in the first

construction, a sentence means that the NP1 person represented by. NP1 asks for advice,

twestions or recommendations for his own action: The unstated subject is NP1 '(the sa:r4

as the main,clause subject). In Apperve.i.X.,,A there is a list of all the-constuctions tested
,

in the whole study of which this investigation is a port. This construction where NP1 asks

for advice is labelled FiOT'0 A or A' and the interpretation con be suriancrized as

`consulting". The miles of NP1 and*N F2 are the othe; woy about the some

construction when the moin verbeis l'egho 'say, tell'. In that ca NP1 gives advice,

or rrcomthends a course of action for NP2. This is LIEG HO A of A' (pdvising) in ir

Aprndix A. ,
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When the verb of the dependent cici.use is a simple post indicative, the

41struction with rotb 'ask, question' is an indire ct question akd of NP2 about

his or her post actions. The same construction with l'egho 'say,. tell' is interpreted

as NP) giving informo- tion about his or her own post octions. These 'constructions

can be referred to as.ROT10 D (reque:ting a report) and L'EGHO irgiving a report).

With these particular constructions, there is a different identification of the

unstated subject for each verb. However, this is onr), because the specific content

of the dependent clause forces one choice rather than.anolher. ,In the most general
.

c se, the choice of main verb does not determine which NP from the min clause

will be the dependent clause subject. In general, there is the possibiLly of ambiguity.

So the test of bilinguals included sentences like

oltrnnis zlitise ep' i1 ivrerfincrtalisi ft-el-late
(art .)'(John) (a4ced) @rep . )(Id ) (Wary) (part.) (feed)(art.)at)

which cad-be translated, according to the possibilities allowed by adults, either as

'.John asked //cry could he feed the cat", or, as"John asked Mary to feed the cat''.
a

There were three sentences for z'o 'ask, request' with the dependent clause beginning

-with no and fr...-Vfryg the verb iri the subjuktfve. There were three sentences for the

Other aonstructions also. The interpretation where Wary is to feed the-tat can be

summarized as Z FPO A (requesting an action). -Mat is also possible is the

interpretation on which John would like to feed the cal - up A (obtaining coi:sent).

In o pilot experiment, bilinguals had been found very resistant to detecting ambiguity.

So the ambiguous sentences were each preceded by a context intended to prompt-

ornbiguity detection. For .the example given, the context was :,

-4Mory'hos got a lovely 1-44.14at. John loves the pt very much.
lie wants either to feed thecat himself, or to get Dory to do so,
because he would like the little cat 7o be very happy.

The,rb l'egho 'soy, tell' can be used before. o dependent clauSe with no and the

sugginsotive aka. There was also the construction L'EqH0 H.(requesting an action)
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What these constructions provide, for testing bilinguals, is a variety 0

meanings to comprehend - giving and receiving advice, gi g and receiving.

Information, requests for action and consent -.but also test of a syntactic kind.

The question is whaler they will realise tythe vnstatfd subject of the dependent

clause is sometimes NP1 and sometimes NP2,` and if they realise this much., will

their identifiCations be-lilie those of mon.oglots.

The actual test sentences are to be fo9ncl. in Appenciii A.' Those for FOT10 A

or A' (consulting) are sentences 4, 5 and 6; those for ROT'O' D (requesting a report)
it-- ;

are sentences 40, 41 and 42; thOse for LIEGHO A or A' (advising) are sentences
a

13, 14, and] 5; those for L'EGHO E (reporting) re sentences 61, 62 and 63; those

for L'EGHO H (re-qtestirg and action) are sentences 70, 71 and 72; finally, those .

-Tor-ZIPCTIAafiTsiiitersces 55, 56 and 57.

Materials

Every testing session was recorded in its entirety with an ITT cassette recordet.

The bast wos a picture selection task. All the pictures used in the'whole stu4

ore given in Apendix B. The pictures in the appendix are photographs of the original

line drawing . In p7entotion, colours were used to make individual characters cosily

identifiable. In addition, there were separate pictures of the individual characters

with consistent colouring, and the chcratter's name written in.large letters. There

were sets of 8/ x 101 inch .coloured drawings. There was a picture which corresponded

with each adult interpretation or a sentence (NP) doing the action, Or NP2 doing the

action) There /ere's:), many distractors as correct pictures. So for the ambiguous items

, ,
there-were two correct pictures and two distractors. in Appendix B, the topleft capital

Ai)

letter on each picture ( C or W ) indicates vyfeth, a picture is o cortectchoice or

wrong. The pictures when'-used in the test did not ny such marks on them.
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Procedures ,
41

The children'were tested individually in a large but comfortably heated loom,

seated next to theexperimenter at a table.
116.

The main test and other interviews were administered in three sessions. In one

session subjects were given the screening test, and testId for comprehension of

constructions with rot'o 'ask, question' and zit'o. 'ask, request an action' In another

session subjects we tested on constructions with l'egho 'say, tell' and interviewed

about their biographical details. In a third session, the subjects 'were given a rending

test to record their pronunciation of both, English and Greek. Half the subjects were

tested on the rot'o 'ask, question' and zit'o 'ask, request an action' constructions first,

and half began with l'egho 'say, tell' constructions.

The screening test. To make sure the subjects really knew Greek well enough

to take port, the first testing session began with a screening test. This was

comprehension test of a modified version of-the-Greek myth about Leto and Niobe.

The entire procedure for the screening test was in Greek, and can be indicated as

follows :

EXPERIMENTER

Instructions.

Now you ore going to hear k short story
in Greek, and then I shall osk you some
easy questions.aksa what the story was
about. You must listen to the story core-

in order to give correct answers.
Try-Your best: If you do well, you are

ng to ploy a game with me, listening
w stories and looking crtdovely

coloured pictures.

E. tells the story at normal speech rate
without repetitions.

Once upon a time there was a queen by the
name -of Leto. She hod two children, a_boy

CHILD
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EXPERIMEIAER

g atthriatcL%Pnc.f,,she and her children were
walking in the couritryikleraftd they met a
very poor woman, whose name was Nio'be: She'
hod twelve children, six boys and six girls.
When Niobe, saw Leto's children, she laughed
ana made fun of her because she had only
two children. The queen become angry and

killed all the poor woman's children.
Niobe cried without stopping for many days
and nights. Her grief was unbearable. She

prayed to God to transform hereinto a stone.
It is said that Jeers 'still spring. from this stone.

E. oats:

How.mony women were there in the story?

How many childftri did they have?

Why did Leto kill Niobe's children?,

*at happened to Niobe afterwards?

CHILD

Child can score 2 points.

Child can score 2 points.

Child can score two points.

Chi ld,Fon score Four points.

In order to proceed with the test, childre4ad to score a total of five points.

Testing sentence comprehension in the main test. A quick checic is mode on

whether the children uncerstood the main verbs to be used by asking them to translate

them into English. Otherwise the procedure, was consistently all in Greek. The course

of the interview for a sentence can be indicated as follows.:-

I

EXPERIMENTER

Now you are going to ploy another game,
listening to some short" stories and looking
at some lovely colipred pictures. But first
look at these pictures.

E. resents
from the sentenc
of the child.

ures of individual characters
s, iccin them to the left

I am going to tell you some stories/sentences,
one ot-0 time, al) t these children. You
will see them acting according to the story
you ore going to hear. NOw look carefully
tit these pictures.

CHILD

:9

;
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EXPERIMENTER

E. presents correct picture/pictures and
the distroctor/distractors front of the
ohild4ceeping the individual character
pkturos in view.

Do you r""Rognise these character;? The
are the some as the ones here on your-left.
Have a careful !oak at them.

kr says the sentence, avoiding biased
emphasis.

You must choose between theipictures
Which picture/pictures you think tells the
story you have just heard. Mat was the
story you heard? Can you repeat it?

"Diagnostic" questions :

Who asked whom? y4-)at ditt:X ask Y?
Who did that? Flowiiiid X ask Y?
Suppose you are X,/how would you ask
Y to di thot?.

CHILD.

Child scans pictures
for 12 - 15 seconds.

Child hears sentence -_
.

till reception seems
satisfactory. Then
chooses picture(s).

fr

1

The term, "sentence" was used for the older ch Wren. In the case of ambiguous

sentences, there were two correct pictures, so there were two distractors.

The questions asked after the picture choice were an attempt to see if the child

could 'parse" the test sentence informally, and maybe supply the direct speech. If a

correct picture was chosen, the exper-irnenter asked why that picture had been chosen,

a pd why the other picture or pictures did not fit the story. The port of the testing

sessions, in which the sentence comprehension test occurred; lasted about twenty

minutes.The other ports of the interviewlgode-the whole session last about half an hour.
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Biographical information. A short informal interview gave information

about the subjects' backgrounds and the extent of their usage of Greek. The

information collected concerned : the languoge spoken to the children by the

parents, the language spoken to the parents by the children, the language'used

'when speaking to siblings, and the language spoken when playing with'friends

and sib The interview also revealed from which part of the Greek speaking

world is originated.' A

Reading test. Each ciiiid took`a reading test in a separate interview session.

The purpose of this test was not to find out about reading ability, but to get a sample .

of the child's speech to- establish whether there was a "foreign accent". The passages-

read were from a schoo: book in either language. Eight subjects were not very good .

at reading Greek text, so a sample of their speech was obtained by getting them to

describe in Greek pictures frorn_olGreek book. Six of the youngest subjects hod

.

trouble reading the English book so describing pictures from on English book provided ,-;-

I

a sample of their English. .

Each child's sariple of Greek was judged by four Greek native speakers - two
....

-Ai ....

from mainland Greece, and twO Greek-C>,poriots. Two English native speakers judged

the samples of the children's English. All judges worked entirely independently, and,

since the task was a long one, received one pound for their efforts.

The Greek recordings cadre judged as."Greek, "Greek-Cypriot", "Mixed"
x

-.or "Foreign". The English ones were judged as "English!, "Mixed" or "Foreign". .

In making use of the judgements, the Greek and/Greek-Cypriot judgements were -
.c ,

combined as "Greek".
,

1

91
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E. Results for primary measures

The main interest in testing the bilinguals wos,to see if they woulsibehave

In a different ay from the monoglots. It isther-efore best to present the data from _.=-'

the constructions tested,. treating the bilingual group as a whole, before asking
-

about within group differencer4he results from the secondary measures

(assessment of the extent to which they use Greek, and other biogra

Information) can follow, as they justify the comparison of the group as a whole

= with the.nrnoglots. Data from seventy Mopogibts will be &impaled with the

bilingual data through.out: The test of the monoglots is described in Chapter 5.
'

p

(a). Ambiguity appreciation

From a -Previous test of- bilinguals, it did not seem likely that they would"
, .

be any different from monoglofs as for as ambiguity apOreciatiecI is concerned.

When rndnoglots were aided in appreciating ambiguity'byputting The sentences

in a context which emphasized that more thCfn-one answer may. be correct, there
_

.

vs., little effect. The age at Which ambiguity was appreciated did not seem to get s
z

influenced. The ambiguous construction tested on this group of bilinguals wos-

ZIT'0 A. None of them allowed more. than one interpretation. This did.not

Imply any inferiority at the task, since only 1 monoglot appreciated the ambiguity. .

of that construction and the sample sizes differed. However, it was possible to'
it

compare the preferences for one interpretation over the other using the picture
,

choice data

a
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(b) Picture choice data
, - .

...., . . 11'
In the case of an ambigubus construction, the picture choice data is the

\ 0

i main method ofdeciding what the preferences for ne interpretation over another
1

mi§ht be. This is because "it isifficult to decide s a "good" or "bad" response

1 1isbz adtilt standards, since any refusal to admit an,alternative interpretation is "bad"..

It-,

To see the vmbigyobs construction in relation to theunambiguous ones, the picture
- -,_

choice data for all the constructions tested on the bilinguals is given in Table 6.1,

and the constructions are plotted on a triangular gn:Th in Figure 6:1. Data for

monoglots are also given.

TABLE 6.1

MN.

Picture choice data for children who did not detect ambiguity

Construction Response category (proportions in brackets) .

NPi NP2 Mixed \:
_ ROT'O A'

..
52 (.74) 8 (.11 ) 10 (.14)

ROT'O D 6 (.C) 41 (.58)
. .

.23 (33)
, 'N.

L'EGHO A' 26 (.37) 27 (.39) ,174.24) MONOGLOTS

.

L'EGHO E .47 (.67) 10 (.14) 13 (.19)

L'EG HO J1,
.

6 (.09) ". 59 (..84) 5 (.07)
-..

ZIT10 A 31 (.4) 9 (.13) 28 (.41)
. .

ROT'O A' \\_. 21 (.50) 12 (.29) 9 (.21) -
.

ROO .D e 0 (0.0) 28.(.67) 14 (:33). *.

L'EGHO A' 13 (3I). 19 (:45)
$ ...

10 (.24), BILINGUALS'

L'EGHO E 8 (.19) 21 (.50) 13 (.31) ,
. .

.EG HO ii 1 (.02) 36, (.86) 5(.12)
1

. ZIVO A 12 (.28) 10 (:24) 26 (.48) .

, t (

V
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Frail Figure 6.1 it seems that only two upombiguous Con,s tructions are treated

differently by bilinguals and monoglots, and the ambiguous construction seems to be
4

treated similarly. Breaking down the frequencies by agegroups gives Figure 6.2,ta

triangular graph for the frequencies in Table.6.2, in the case of the ambiguous

construction. For unambiguous constructions, age differences were looked at using

the data for adult-likeperformonce.

(c) TALE 6.2
a

Picture choice dote for ombigu construction ZIT'O A

a

'' -Group Category of response Chi square
.

def. P
.

-

4+, 7+,
Bi

NP) ..NP2 Mixed

1.89

.

2

,

N.S.
7
3

lb,

1 12
2 .4

-8+,9+,10+
Mono
Bi

17
6

3
6_

9
1 6.46

,

2 ./.05

..,
11+,12+

%

Moho

#i
.

3

-

-

5
1 .

- 7'
5.

.

,1.24 2 N.S.

N.S.
Sum
=F 9.59 6

.

On Z1T'OA what happens among the manog loti is that the middle age gioup

iiove towards a NP1 preference, the choice that adults would interpret as "obtaining

.

consent" but in the oldest age group there is no clear preference fpr one interpretation

or Oirothet. The oldest and youngest bilingucl age groupare not sign+ficantly different

from the monoglots,
-

shows that too much

but- he middle group is more like the other two groups. Table 8.2
d.

must not be'read info the difference, in the madle oge groups,
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because if all the Chi square values are
f/

added, as is possible with that statistic,

I\
the resiating 'value is 9.59 with 6 degrees of freedom (N.S.) (see klaxwel 1961 ,

p. 7$). The thtorist who would predict a difference between bilinguals and tnonoglots

on the basis of English studies would be excited by the resistance to a move in the

direction of an NP1 prefeience in the middle age range. But the bilinguals d6.not

show any tendency to favour NP2, and the 'overall difference is pot sirificant.

s1

(d) Adult-like performance

Where constructions werenot ambigkous, it was possible to judge performionce

as adult -like or otherwise. Tbe judged as adult-like on a construction, 6 subject

had to pick the correct picture for all' three sentences exem plifying,a given construction,

....- .
even though they were separatei in presentation. It was also necessary toinformally

"parse" the sentences so as to satisfy the experimenter that he or she knew who was tne

subject of the second verb. It was also necessary to convince the experimenter that

a standard meaning was being assigned t6 the main verb: A correlation of. .45 was
...

obtained beiween age and thetotal numleer (out of fWe) of constructions where there

vas adult-like performance. Generally, thereis an improvement with age. A
.

...,

correlation of .50 was oWained between age and performance on the same constructions

*with monoglots. The bilinguals were not as good as the monoglots overall - the median
*er

re).
number of constructions correct is two, with on Overage of 2.29 for the bilinguals and

three (average = 3.19) for_the eroneglots. The difference between the means is

.
.

significant (t = 4.28 with 110 d.f .). Looking at the way age groups perform with

, . .

..respect to the appropriate means or medians, it is clear that a groupi of the firist

hito, middle three and oldestwo age groups can be used to' porisons on

individual constructions..

9

-..

.
1
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The way the two groups ore distributed about their medians is as foil

NuMber ccirrec
on more than the
median or mean:

At'or below rrie dian:

Totals:

ow.

Number correct
on more than the
median or mean:

At br below ret dian:

Totals:-

15ILINGUALS

6 or 7 years 8,9,10years - 11 years and older

1 8 6

,16 3

24 , 9 /42

MONOGLOTS

6 or 7 years 10 rs 11 'rears and older

3 9 14

17 21 6

20

What is really of interest is not so much the fact that the bilinguals are slightly worse

overall, but whether there is anything different about their pattern of results. Some

overall decrement is to be expected since their week-day education is entirely

English, and the biographical information shows that English is very much their

language, more so than Greek.

(e) Comparison pf bilinguals and monoglots on individual constructions.

The question arises, given on overall improvement in age in both droups,

whether the sortie constructions are found difficult in each group, and- Whetbor

thanies In age are comparable. Tables 6.3 gives the data for each unambiguous

construction tested. Only one Construction shows an overall difference between



vnonglofs and bilinguals, ancrOnother reaches the 1043k Ievet., L'EGHO .E, where

-

the correct choke or subject for the dependent clause verb would be.the fiRt

moue) phrole, shows a significant association betwe,;3 being monoglot and correct.
3

Ihe,inferAiiirOf the 'bilinguals on this constructiosk cannot be exploited by the

theorist who w ould predict a general preference for the second noyn .phrase, sine
1 .

.2V
there ore other constructions where the bilinguals eight be expected to be inferior

on such a view. The other construCtion, ROT'O A', requires the, fifsfnoun phrase

to be chosen, Moreover; the most difircult construction of all is one -;,;4aere the .1

secOed noun phrase is correct. The fact that non-standard meKings were glen to'

the main.veths is decilt with below. This is the real basis for the differences. 2
ks",

One individual Chi square valve for ROT'O Ash significal. 4e the case

of POPO it,, the reason for an association betweenbeing lajlingual and making

mistakes in ttle-rniddle oge group is becouk. there Is a slower move-droonge the

bilinguals to.the fidelity being correct.

SSP

a,
4

ti
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rison of the hlercrch of difficu

4.

for the two aux,

Table 6.4 shows two matrices of Phi coefficients indicating the strength of

association between being correct on all pairings of items. The' numbers of Successful

children are also given. To establish if there is a hierarchy of difficulty, contingency

tables were constructed to show the association between performance on every item

witperformance on every other item. Airosian et al.(1975) resonvnend giving just

the matrix of exceptions to the prerequisite relation, when tables ore constructed for

this F,JrPose. This is because they contain all the.cruciol information (the fresencies

in the off -diagorxd cells of the c6ntingency tables). The'matrix of exceptions to the

prerequisite relationshipis given for both groups in Table 6.5. As Guttman (1950)

anclAirosian et al. (1975) exploin; the prerequisite relation often occurs despite

what happens to the significance of the Phi coefficient. The difficulty hierarchies

that can erred from Table 6.5 are diagrammed in Figure.6.3. The difficulty

hierarchies implicate ROT10 A' and 1.1EG HC5 E in the way the two groups differ.

The difficulty hierarchies, and the.arlysis of contingency tables for the association
.

between age and success, all agree with the visual impression to be gathered from

. Figure 6.1, the triangular graph. There,L'EGHO E and ROT'O A' are out of place ,

from the point of view 'of comparison with the triangular groph for the monogtots.

'

:



Report (cont'd)

TABLE 6.3

Comporison of 1:41rng.3als ono moroglots of diffe.rent ogel on
Unoinipiguaus constructions :

Age in year Group Construction & Category 'Chi square d J. ,P

of Response

ROT' 0 A
(Correct Incorrect

6+, 7+ Mono 9 11

,. ..,)
di, 1 8 1.98 1a N:S.

8 +,9 +,10+ Mono 26 - 4
Bi pf 13 1,1 5.55 .1 Z..02

'
11+,12+ Mono 17 3

Si 7 2 0.00 1 N.S.

,,Tn. r ' .05ZPZ.t 0

110T'0 D
Corrtct Inctrrzc t

64-, 7+ Mono 12 . 8

Bi 6 3 0.00 1 N.S.

8+,9+,10+ Mono 15 15

Bi 15 9 0.41 1 N..S.
gt'

11+,12+ Mono 14
4

Bi 7 2 0.00 . .1 N.S.

F.713. . '1 N . S.
L'EG Ao A

Correct Incorrect

6+,7+ Mono 2 18

Bi - 0 9 0.04 1 N . S.

8+,9+, 10+ Mono 8 22
Bi 2 22 1.97 1 N .S.

11+,12+ Mono 10 10 \ .

Bi 1 8 2.71 1 N . S. .

;177-2 3 N.S.

L'EG Hq E
Correct Incorrect

6+,7+ Mono 6 14

Bi 1 8 0.42 1

8+,94,10+ Mono 19 11

Bi 4 20 10.57 1 Z.01

114-, Mono 19 1

Bi 3 6 9.37 1

19.36
0 .001

L'EGHO H
Correct Incorrect

6+,7+ Mono 15 5
Bi 6 3 0.02 1 N . S.

8+,9+,10+ Mono 24 6
Bi 22 2 0.66 1 N.S.

11+,12+ Mono 20 0
111 8 1 0.17 1 N . S.

3 . N . S.

6
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TABLE 3.4
r.

Phi coefficients for associations betven responses on the unambi uous
items for .):,Vels5.0.15

LH

.31 0.0

.16. .07

.39 ' .01

RD

ROVO 1.0 .05 .19

ROT'0 D 1..8) .01

ITC H° A' - 1.0

L'EGHO -E.

L'EGHO H

Numbers of correct
children : 21 28 3"

Proportions : .50 .67 .07

1.0 .22

8

.19 .86

Note: Coefficients greater than .31 ore significant.

Cochran's Q
= 72.19
PLGd1

Phi coefficients for associations between re nses on unambiguous i -ms

for moncglots:

RA' RD

ROT'a
;---

1.0 .22

ROPO D 1.0

L'EGHO A'

L'EGHO E

L'EGHO H

Numbers of correct
children : 52 41

'Proportions : .74 ..59

LA' LE LH

.09 .36 ..16

.05 .17 .11

1.0 .29 .19

1.0 .00

1.0

20 44 '59

:28 .62 .84

Cochnan'N)
= 53.75
pL.001

Note: Coefficients greater than .22 are significant because of
the number of subjects; but Fleiss (1973) recommends .

ignoring those less than .30

0 2
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TABLE 6.5

(1 ) Mofrix of exceptions to the prerequisite relation for unambiguous
constructions with monogtots:

'

RA` RD LA` LE LH

RO.T'0 A'' - 14 -4 6 17

'ROT'0 D 25 - 7 21 23

L'EGHO A! 36 28 - 27 40

L'EGHO E 14 18 3 - 22

1'EGH0 H 10 5 1' 7

.

. Matrix of exceptions to the prerequisite relation for unambiguous
constructions with bilirs.;als:

RA' PD LA` LE LH

ROT"OA' - 13 Q 1

(

ROT'0 D 6 0 1

L'EGHO A' 18 25 5

L'EGHO E 14 . 21 0

L'EGHO F1 3' 3 0 3

C.

'

18

li
33

31

1 , G
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Figu're 6.3 4

a() Difficulty hierarchies for-five corrstructions :

Monoglots

Kex

= 1.'E9 HO oti (advising)

LE =1.1EGHOE (reporting)

RA = ROT1006: (consulting)

:Bilinguals

1'

LE

R4/ N'RD.

RD i= ROT'O D (requesting a report).

LH = L'EGHO H (recitiesting an action)-

1 0 4 -1 'I
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Fine, Report (cent'd) .

,,..i
.

lt. 1_ .11_
. \

-Z if the mono0Ot results, it can be inferred from the inatrix of Prerequisite '\
1. ..

, -
relations, a nd from the thatrixof Phi coefficients that tkOT'0 A' (consutting) and

1

^1. .

L'EGHO 11 are not associated, and'neither pre L'EGHO E and L'EGHO A'.

Suecesi on L'EGHO H Is a prerequisite for success on the other two L'EGHO

constructions and ROT'O D.

in_tbe bilingual results, success on L'EGHO H iso prerequisite foriuccgss.
. ,

on ell the other
r
constructio OT'0 cons tructions haze

,
no association', , ,

/.. ..../ , -
,.,- , .0

and no other relationship, Fi ve to be comprehended in an'aclUlt-/ike. ti , .

fashion in order to succeed on L'EGHO E (reporting) and L'EGHO A' (consulting).
-

As in the other ways of loclin at the results, L'EGNOE and ROT'O A' are the

constructions where bilinguals and monoglots differ.

v-iwit
0)

S
NonAndard meanings applied to the main verbs :

It is tempting to see an 'interference from English in the way that L'EGHO E'

and ROT'O m' behave in the results'. However, the real* reason for children making

mistakes on these constructions came out' of the interviews where they were asked to.

...explain their picture choices. In the.case of ROT'O A' (consulting) the children who

failed, monoglots and bilinguals, thought the main verb introduced a simple question -

a request for information rather tha a request fa- advice. With ROT'O D misapprehensions
1 .. 'I .

. 5 4

occurred when bOth monoglots and bilinguals applied "testing knowledge" meaning

instead of "asking for informcrtion.P. The children who failed in both the monoglot

and bilingual case applied non-standard meanings to some of the main 'verbs in

constructions they-found difficult:\th the case of L'EGHO A' and L'EGHO E, the

Children who made mistakes did so bepuse they thought thEit the main verb could

like ask introduce an indirect question. This is not t ,he meaning that adults (low.
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*1/4 In the case ofilL'EGHO H, the few subjects who failed did so:iiith ,

...

. -44 .
, iinconsistency/ but. they believed that the main verb could introduce an indirect

statement; This is a use of L'EGHO which can occur, when translated as "say"-but

not when followed by no with the subjunctive. The real basis, then, for differences
, .

. . .

between bilinguals and monoglots is the greater prevtilenceOf misconceptions about

the meanings OE. the main verbs among the bilinguals; or abOut the effect on-the

meaning of &remain verb of constructions in which verbs stand. This is more to do

with lekicon than syntax. Table 6.6 breaks down "failures" according to the reason

Tor not meeting the criterion.

TABLE 6.6

Analysif of failures to meet criterion :

Construction

.

--...., .

Non-standard
meanings

Failure with non - standard
meaning

failure
for

t other
rep

/ 4

/ Total
failingNPI

Np2. Mixed
meanings

L'EGHO A' *queseron Mono 26 2 22 50
Bi 13 8 18 0 P9

L'EGHO E *question Mono 0 10 16 0 26
Bi * 0 21 13 .e. 0 34

I. .

ROM D - Mono ' ,0 0 29 29
Bi

.
0 0 ' 14 14 -

-120T'0 A' - 'Mono 0 0 0 18 18 .1

Bi 0 0 '0 21 21

----,

L'EGHO H *state- Mono 6 0 5 0 11 '
ment Bi 5

.

6
.

Note: Non-standard meanings are asterisked.
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01) SubgroUfs of children with common strategies 3._
*.

An iipproochtO dots; an ysii popular in previous research has been to

consider, shared answer patter . This isnot a wise approach in this .study since with

only five ROT'O and L'EOHO constructions, there were very many answer patterns,

in the bilingual group there, were eleven answeripatterns shown by the forty7tWo
_

subjects. There were a further eleven across The same constructions sgown' by the

monogloti, but onlytitX,o bilinguals in the youngest age group (year-olds) had

answerpattems that-could not be paralleled in the monoglot results, One of these

bilinguals was. wrong on all five constructions. His answers to$biographical questions

indicated infrequent usage of Greek. The other different bilingual was W'rong on all

of thecoristructions except L'EG HO E, despite frequent usage of Greek.
.

Twenty ;ix of the monoglots had answer patterns that 'did not occur among

the bilinguals, as migkt be expected in a bigger group with such data. A difference

that was of interest concerned children who chose the same NP for oil five unambiguous .

. construct; s. The behciviour of these children carr be characterized as "inflexible".

They were the only counterparts of the "primitive" childen in English studies, -although

if the ZIT'O construction is taken into aceova, the.number of "inflexible" childreA

decreases. "Flexible" children,' could change from a i01 to a NP2 response even though

they made mistakes. Children correct on all five constructions can be characterized as

'sophisticated ". There is a difference betweec monoglots and bilinguals in that only

one kind of "inflexible" ciiiidcen was observed in the bilinguals, the results being. as

follows :
I.

Inflexible
M6no9lots

4 solely NPI &
2 solely NP2

Bilih tgLols
8 solely NP2

Flexible 55 can change

Sophisticated 9 like adults

31 can change

3 like adults

The absence of bilinguals from the

be predicted from English studies,

usage of.Greek according to tivir

'solely NP1" category is the Only result that might

but only two of these eight seemed to have infrequent

replies to biographicol question.



Results from secondary measures

During the test a sample of the child's English and Greek was obtained'

1:$y having a story-read out loud. These speech samples were copied on to separate .

Japes so that the sample's of English could be played to aset of English judges, and

the Greek 'samples to Greek and Greek-Cypriot judges:Twenty of the children
1.

were judged as being native sounding both by the English and Greek judges. These.

were regarded as "ptonologically balanced", because they do not sound feign to

either nationality. Ten of the children were judged as foreign sounding by the Greek

:judges, though not by'theEnglish ones. Thess'-ten were .regarded as"English dominant"

-as far as phonology was concerned. Seven children were judged as foreign sounding

by the English judges, but not by the Greek judges. These were regarded as "Greek

dominant" in .iarvOlcgy. There were five children who soundedtoreign to both sets-

.of judges. These were regerded as having a "merged" phonological system: Just one
.1

,
"foreign" or "dubious" judgement from a judge determined elassIfication as SI

merged"

or dominant.

These judgements of phonological balance provided an independent assessment

of the children, whereas the teachers' recommendption of children as "fluent", whic,h

was required for participation, was suspect: A comprehension test was used as a

screening test as well/so not only were the children assuredly bilingual, but

alternative measures to the main-test were available.

. . , .
What was done with, the answers to biographical questions in the protocols

was similar to the treatment of such answers in a pilot experiment. Categories of
,

response are given irifble 6.7, together with their frequencies. A
iratng of the

extent of Greek usage was given to every bilingual -child, and also a rating of

a
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phonological balance ("0" for "merged", "1" for "dominant" and "2" for "balanced").

*Then it was possible to calculate correlation-coefficients for a number of variables

to see what might predict perform.nce in the main test. Table 6.8 shows these

correlation coefficients and means for the variables. Age seems the most important

secondary variable.

TABLE 6.7
.111.
441.

Response categor

Interaction with Parents

,Parents and children use
only Greek

Parents and chiYdren use
only Greek-

s..

to biographical questions :
, .

Interactions with Peers Rating Frequency

Mostly Greek

Language switching

f'orents use all Greek but 40412pguage switching,,children switch )

Parents use all Greek but
children switch

farents and children
switch longuctges

Parent's and children
switch langudges

4 Patents switch and children
use onl lish

Only Englisb now

English is used with
friends and siblings

Mainly English

Only English

English or sometimes
switching

Only English

4

3

2

1

0'

.0"

3

16

10

6

0

Observed average Toting

Standard deviation :

1

2.98

1.44-

N =-42

ti
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TABLE 6.8

Product riaorient correlations for ,relations between primary land- secondary
measures :

1. Age

2. Phonolcical balance

3. Greek usage rating

4. Screening test

5. Main test
(number of correct

constructions)

Averages:

Standard deviations :

1. 3. 4.

1a0

. 1.0

.00 sW Lb"

,40° .00 -.01 1.Q

.45a_ .00 .00 .54b 1.0

. 9.14 1.38 2.98 8.79 2.29

t .02 .0) 70 1.44 1.32 L15

°Significantly forge (5%,leal)

bSignificantlY large (1% level)

An alternative way of heating the results :
ae-

An alternative way of treating these results is to categorize the children.

This is more natural with the phonological balance categories. Greek usage can be

categorized as "relatively high" (a rating- of fair or more), which would mean more

extensiye usage than the modal category (with a rating of three). Scores on the

screening test can be categorized as "less than 7", "other." or "high" (nine or more).

;10n the main test, it is of :interest to treat an "inflexible" NP2 strategy as a separate

category, as well as a "high'''score (more than 3 correci). Checking on the results

of Table 6.8'in this way underlines the unimportance of the usage Categories and

phonolajical balance. Six contingency tables give the same information_osTable.6.8,

apart from the information about age:
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Usage X Balance

Balanced Greek domi.nani English dbmiriont Merged

High A4 3 2 1

e Not high 16 4 8

Us9ge X Screening test
"rt

High on screening
test

Chi square = 1.68 1N.S.)

. Other

High' 3

Low V

Usi)9.c Not high 18 )0 3
Chi square = 1.41 (N.S.)

Usage

Usage X Main test'
\

High Other NP2 strategy

High

Not high 4 24 9
.Chi square = 3.42 (N.S.)

Screen; _X Balance
.

-

Screen- High
ing Others

test Low

Ba)ariCed Greek dominant
-,

Erktish dominant Merged

12

6
2.

4
V
3

7
I 3

-, 0

3
1

1

Main.
test

Main test X Balance

Chi square = 8.13, d.f. = 6 (N.S.

Balanced Greek dominant English dominant Merged

High 2 2 1 0
Othqrs 13 3 8 5
'NP2 strategy' 5 2 1 0

Chi square '..= 6.01, d.f.,= 6 N.S.

Main test X Screening i
1 . '- 001 Others, 4-7..

High 5 0 ' 0
Main

Others - .18 10 k ,,---, i
test

NP2 strategy 3 4 11 1

chi square = 5.64, d.f. =4 (N.S.)
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It does seem that children with high Greek usage are unlikely to be low On the

screening test, and unlikely to adopt a. NP2 inflexible strategy. Wrged children,

and children who were not high on the screening test, are unlikely to do well on

the main test. But beyond these rather obvious relationships, there is little to be
rs

said. Similar results were found in a pilot experiment with bilinguals when.

production and fluency tests were the secondary tests rather than comprehension

tests.

O

11.

113

4

te



CONCLUSION

The results disconfirm any theory about bilinguals according to which some.
major qualitative difference from monoglots should be expected. There was a

difference between monoglots and.bilinguals, but what occurred' was a greater

frequency of the same misapprehensions about the meanings of reporting verbs than

hod been obtained with rnonoglots. There was thus a snail difference in the overall

number of constructions correct. The results accord best with the notion that a

bilingual has a separate rule system for each of his languages, but more detailed ,

discussion in Natsopoulos (1976) draws attention ;la problems for that view as well.

It' was surprising that the biographical information did not predict perfornence,

althoul!ifi the absence of association with phonological balance was what most theorists

would predict. Wray be, after a certain levelpf mastery of a language is

reached, constant use is not as essential to its maintenanof. as might be expected.

The influence of the Satorday morlhing schools must be given credit in this

connection. Possibly the biographical questions put to the children did not

get at therelevant variables. Harrison and Thomas (1976) con/Ider that parents'

consistency in using one of two languages on separate occasions is more important

than mere amount ofvxposure. The, data presept problems for most contemporary ways

of conceptualizing the bilingual's linguistic knowledge. Further investigation

is needed with screened samples of bilinguals, os in this case, to cUmpare what

happens in language production.
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CHAPTER' 7

0

The research described in this report does not exist in a social vacuum.

Older sociology books (such as Mclver and Page, 1950) would seethe bilingual

children as representing a "transitional stage" between membership of on immigrant
IMP

subculture and complete assimilatiori. More-recent social survey studies of .

irnmigrants in Canada (Richmond, 1969 and 1974) have a more-refined typology of

cultural groups. The parents of the children in the present`study approximate a

'type` of immigrant which Richmond labels "pluralistically integrateB": To be

pluralistically integrated there should be an absence of accultration problems.,

while "aspects of former linguistic, cultural and religious heritage or use of the

mother tongue at home" have been retained. Richmond has a typology based on a

I

large-scale survey in Toronto, where only One tenthof the sample were regarded

as "pluralistically integrated". He describes other "types" v.flch include

"Anglo-C.anadtan Conformists" at one extreme, and "Alienated Immigrants't who were

not aCculfuratad at all..The kind of information thot Richmond sought was 'Obtained

incidentally in this study, while checking on the biographical backgroui;d4cf the

bilinguals. (Further conversations with nts occurred because of their interest in

what was going on). Because of the way the subjeccts were recruited there was little

variation in the sample, and the attitude of the parents to their children's knowledge

ti

of Greek was that described,by Hughes (1961), whereby the children should have,,

"the ohonce that everyone has, plus a little bit more". In this case theilttle_bit__

more was knowledge of Greek, while everything that the London school system has

to offer was valued highly.

If the research had aimed at placing the children's bilingualism in its widest

rsocial° context, it could not have come out with much more than a "type" label like

the ode from Toronto survey. As it is, detailed investigation of the chiidren's



' bilingualism indicates that "types" of immigrant are an oversimplification. It would

9

be tendentious to classify the children of this study as one kind of immigrant or

,

another, since it hardly makes sense without reference to their parents' history.

There may be complications about political status in some cases, but in day-to-day

interactions the majority of these children are distinguishable from fnonoglot children
4

only because of surnames. %en the English judges listened to the samples of the

children's English, they labelled them °Cockney" when judging them to be nati\e sounding.

How the children regard themselves ethnically would be very difficult to investigate

without employing a technique that would affect the variable under investigation.

It could be-argued, comparing them with other cultural groups, that "immigrant" is a

suspect tabel.

Thanks to the hospitality of the "Arbeitskreis der Sprachenzentren,

Sprachlehrinstitute and Fremdspr4cheninstitute", a Federal German organization,

both researchers attended a meeting in Berlin during November 1975. At this meeting",

there were discussions with groups of researchers working with guest-workers or

"Qastarbeiterp ".. Again a 'Richmond "type" makes a crude fitfor the cultural group

involved. Richmond calk immigrants with lower status than the majority, and often

from rurolckgrounds, "urban vitlqgers". These retain, strong links with home. The

researchers in Germany would resist such over-simplification, but the contrast between

the London children and the Greek- speoking children the encounter is a major

faqualitative one, althoug4 due to exte I circumstances.

Two groups of researchers were met. ,One was headed by Wilfried Sto1" ting

of the University of Essen,' and.the other by Ulrike Harnisch from the Goethe-Ilnstitut ,

in Berlin. Also present at the meeting was° researcher from the University of, Zurich

in Switzerland, a Frau Dimitriou, who was married to a Greek-Cypriot.



Although linguistic problems were involved, centering on a variety of

German which has come to be called "Gastarbeiterdeutsch", 'this kirid of research

was almost entirely concerned with social conditions and welfare problems.

Considerable interest was shown in the capabilities of the London childre since

.these researchers would'rother have been concerned with the kind of bilingual'

that was possible, rather than that forcedby disadvantageous circumstances on

underprivilegeil groups.,

A meeting in Salzburg in August, 1976, the last month of:the grant enabled

contact to be established with researchers into secondary language acquisition at

the University of Kiel. These researchers make distinctions between bilingualism

as the child's first language, and instances where one language is established

(say German) before the second begins to'be acquired. The findings they quote are

,
with very young children. The data from the London bilinguals, where A differences

were associated with a consistent use of Greek by the parents, count against the

importance of these distinctions in older children..

The contacts with researchers in Germany have proved very fruitful, and

the senior investigator has been invited to a meeting since the termination of the

period of the-grackt. However attitudes in England are often different. Even academics

in psychology departments have asked the senior investigator, "Are they very retarded?"

The belief that a second language is an extra mental load occurs in Britain, but it is

less frequent in other European countries, where everyday use of more than one language .

is a common - place. It will be the snior investigator's task to disseminate the results in

Britain.

2 4



Some indication that attitudes to the bilingual child without social problems

are changing, inside Britain, can be found in the Bullock Report (Departmnt of

Education and Science, 1975). The Bullock report contains a Chapter (Ch. 20)

entitled "Childien from families of overseas origin". Two recommendations in the

report concern the children. studied in this pfoject. They are Recommendations 265
1

and 266, which state :

"265. Every school with pupils whose, Original language
is not English should adopt o pOsitive attitude to their
bilingualism and wherever possible help maintain and
deepen their knowledge of their mother tongue."

"266, There should be further research into the teaching,
of their own language to children of immigfant communities
and into various aspects of bilingualism in schools."

2.

There is clearly a move away from the attitudes to bilingual children in books

like that of McIver and Poge (1950), where almost inevitable assimIlation is,:the only

future considered possible. McIver and Page have classificatory schemes that are

simply reflections of a "melting pot" society. The metaphor of the "melting pot" is

often used to describe the American policy and practice of assimilation of alien

(that is, non-Anglo-Saxon) cultures. Magner (1976) traces the metaphor to Israel

Zangwill who used it as the title of a play produced on Broadway in 1908. Magner

dates the assimilation policy in the United States as far back aslienjamin Franklin.

The situation in the United States is described by Haugen (1969, p. 2) when he says

"Bilingualism has been treated as a necessary evil, a rash on -the body politic, which

time might be expected to cure without the need of calling in the doctors."

Apart from the question of whether a melting pot is a desirable foam of

society, it is worth asking whether there, is any evidence for the possibility of an

alternative. Is the Bullock Report recommendation of a positive attitude well founded,

or is it recommending the rubbing of a fading rash which will eventually disappear anyway?



A The evidence from the London Greek-speakingclildeen strongly supports

the view that discussing alternatives to the melting pot society is well worthwhile.

On all the linguistic measures, there was an improvement with age in spite of an

extensive i.ise of the majority language, English. The children's knowledge of Greek

was developing, even in the contemporary situation. Instead of "a language for life"

the children had languages fot life.

What needs to be discussed at this point is the questiOn whether the Bullock.

Report recommendations go far enough. Should there be a further commitment on the

scale of the multicultural programme in Canada? In the Canadian Federal GovernMent,

there is 6 "raulticvitural is% Directorate" in the Department of the Secretary of State,

and a 41.:Miriiiter Responsible for Multicuituralism/Ministre charge de Multiculturisme".

There is body called the "Canadian Consultative Council on Multicultuiafism" (CCCM)

which advises the minister. The composition of the CgCM reflects the distribution of

*ethnic and cultural groups throughout the Federation. The commitment is to promoting

multiculturalism, aside from promoting French as an official language. In a conference

(see Canadi6rt Council on Multiculturalism, 1976) held on Febnjry 13 to 15th, 1976,

Guy Rocher, a sotto og the University of Montreal; complained that multiculturalism

is a. threat to "bilingualism" the policy of promoting French): Canada has a situation so

different from the "melting pot" that these complaints were reported in the national press

on February 17th. The complaint vas that "Montreal is'already familiar with the sort of

bilingualism that multicuttural policy tends to produce . . . among new Canadians

bilingualism means English and Greek, English and Italian or'Epgtjsh and German,

while English-French bilingualism is practically non-existent". If the Bullock Report

represents 4 move away from "melting pot" views, then a further move would be in the

direction of the Canadian yal Commission on Bilingualism arylIXIticultvraiism

(see Department of the Secretory of Stote, 1969). The introduction to the fourth

volume of this commission's report begins with a frankly appreciative account of the
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value to society of people who hove a distinctive language and culture.

The introduction states : "T e presence in Canada of mony people whose language
.

Os) distinctive . . . presents an inestimable enrichment that Canadians cannot

afford to lose . . . Lirtuistic variety is unquestionably an advantage . . Their

presence facilitates communication between Canada and_ihe-rest of the World ...

we consider them an integral part of\the nationgi wealthTM.

The recommendations in the Canadian reportga much-further than those in

the Bullock report, although it must be said that the terms of reference differed

considerably. There is a recommendation "that the appropriate federal, proVincial

and muncipal agencies receive the fincricial means they require to maintain and

extend their support tokultural and research organisations whose objectives are to foster

the arts and letters of cultural groups other than the British or French. Besides

A
A

recommending a plaCe in the school curriculum for studies where other cultural

groups could have positive encouragement, the report recommends extending existing
Nit

aid to ethnic publications, the use of languages other than the official languages in

broadcasting and the use, of minority languages for productions of the National Film

Board.

At present there is a debate between pluralists and assimilationists in Canada,

the one group believing it to be valuable fix society to foster "unmelted" groups,

and the othep believing that assimilation is desirable. The results from testing the

London children favour opening such a debate in Britain.
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APPENDIX A . r,---.....,\ ..

Ltagaitic Lonstructions tested'in the first experiment:
-..... .

. ..
1 ..,

Ambiguous ham' nal expressions tthree.., se(1teroces) :

1. To kjintitso ton k 'urase pol1i ton K'osta'

(art.) (chasing) (art.) (tired) (much) (art.) (K' osta)

la) K'ostas chasing. (someone) got very tired

lb) Vostas being chased (by someone) get very tired

2. To. ahbro, to K.-16sta 'itan polii or'eo

(artXgift) (artXK'osta) was (very) (nice) 41111P

2a) The gift K'ostas gave someone was very nice

2b) The gift K'ostas was given (by sdmecne) was very nice

3. 0 jatr'os 1ixe pol'es episk'epsis s'imera

(aztadoctor) (had) (many) (Visits) (today)

3a)- The doctor visited a lot of patients today .

3b) The doctor was visited by a of patients to-day

Unambiguous ROT'0 (ask=consulting) construction A (three sentences):

4. 0 J'annis r'otise ti M'eri ti fr'uta n'aghor'asi

(azt) (John) (asked) (Zart,IMaryiwhatIfruit) (part) (buy)

4a) John asted Mary what fruit to buy

5. 0 J'annis r'otise ti M'eri pj'a ombr'ela na p'ari

(art.) (John) = t.asked)(art.X!-IaryIwhichitrthrellaIpartItake),

5a) John asked Mary .which umbrella to take

6. 0 J'annis r'otise ti eri pj'o palt'o na foriesl

(art) (John) (asked) (art.X: XwhichXovercoatipart.Iput on)

6a) John asked Mary :hi& overt to put on

Ambiguous ROT10 (a,.',A,:u.e.stion) construction (three sentences)

7. 0 J'annis r'ctise ti M'eri ti cin'ora agh'orase

' 'tart.) (John) (asked) (ar A. ar whatXgifts) (bought)

7a) John asked Mary what fts she bought

7b) John asked Mary ..h at gifts he bought

8.. 0 J'annis r1ct.:.se ti M'eri pu taks'fe.nepse

(art, (..7chn) (e.sked) (art.XMaryIhere) (travelled)

8a) John asked Mazy where she travelled
6

8b) John asked Mary where ,he travelled

9. 0 J'anis r' raise ti M'eri p'oso agh'orase to,kjen' urjo podh'ilato

(art,) (John) (asked) (art.XMaryIhow muchAbought) (art.). .(new) (bicycle)

9a) John asked Mary for is she bought the new bicycle

9b) John asked Mary for ha*, muth he bought the new bicycle

tInarbig...xous (askucstion) construction C (three senter.ce):

61.

10. ' 0 J'annis r'otise ti M'eri pj'o jo tha p'ari

(art) (John) (asked) (art-T,'..ar.yIwhich) (hock) (partItake)

10a) John asked Mary which she would take

10b) John asked nary bcc-..K. re (1..-attld or should) take

11. 0 J'annis r'otise ti M'eri oj'o lecfor'io tha p'ari

(art) (John) (asked) (ar' .(partIcatch;

114 John asked Mary which she would eatch

1.1) John a_skedrMar'y .;hic b a he (would cr should) catch

12 . 0 J'annis r'ctis_e t ri p3ro kap'ecio tha for'esi

(ar) (.7ohn) (asked) (art......rytehich) 'hat). (part.) (wear)

12a) Johri azked ,:hien hat she ...ould ear

12b) John asked Mary whim hat nf (would or sr.ould) wear

A
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Unambiguous L'EGHO (advising) construction A (three sentences):

13. 0 J'orghos 'ipe stin El'eni ti jael.j'a n'aghoeasi

(art) (George)(told)(prepJHelen)(whatIsunglasses)(part)
(buy)

130 )George told Helen what sunglasses to buy

14. .0- J'orghos 'ipe 'stin pj'a pa Putsia na v'ali

(art) (George)JVId)(prepIHelen1 (what) (shoes)(part)(imar)

lka) George told Olen what shoes to,wear: ,

15. 0 J'orghos 'ipe stin ti xjimits (pot'a)na

(art) (George)(told)(prep)(HelenNhat) (juice) (par) (drink)

I5a) George told Helen what juice-to drink ,

Ambiguous L'EGHO (tell) Construction B (three sentences):

16. 10 J'orghos 'ipe stin El'eni ti pexneidhja aghterase

(art). (George) (told) (pre 14) (HelenIwhat) (toys) (bought)

16a) George told Helen what toys he bought

16b) George told Helen what toys she bought

17. 0 J"orghos 'Ape. stin El'eni pj'a l'ala p'ire

(art) (George) (told).(prep)(Helen1which) (ball) (took)

17a) George told Helen whiabals. he took

17b) George told Helen whi ball she took

18. 0 J'orghos 'ipe stih El'eni ti bal'onja dhi'alekse

(art) .(George)(told)(prepi(HelenIwhatIballoons) (Chose)

18a) George told Helen what ballcc.ls he Chose

16b) George told Helen what balloons she chose

Ambiguous L'EGHO (tell) construct-1GO C (three sentences):

1.9. 0 J'orghos 'ipe stin El'eni-pj'on aet'o tha pet'akok

(artY (George) (toldXpreoi(Pelen)(which) (kiteXpart) . (fly)

19a) George told Helen which kite he would fly

19b) George told Helen which kite she should fly

20. '0 J'orghos stin El'ent pj'o pcdh'ilato tha

(art) (George) (told)(prep)(HelenXwhich)41(bi6ycle) (part) (take)

20a). George told Helen whlon bicycle he would take

20b) George told Helen.which bicycle she shoulc! twee

21. 0 J'orgh4s 'ipe stin- El'eni pj'o aftcxj'inito tha 08hij'isi

(art.) (George)(told)(prvp)(Hflentwhich) (toy-car) (pert) (drive)

21h) George told Helen which toy-car he'would drive

21b) George told Helen which toy-car she should drive

Ambiguos L'EVO (tell) construction D (three sentences):

22. 0 J4orghos 'ipe stin El'eni na p'eksi me to pezn'idh)a

(art) (George)(told)(prep)(HelenXpart) (playIprepXart). (new) (toys)

'22a) George told Helen to play with the new. toys

22b) George said;to Helen could he play with the new toys

23. 0 J'orghos _Pipe stin El'eni n'agnor'asi poira vivl'ia

) (art) (George)(told)(prep)(EelenIpart)(buy) (many) (books)

23a) George told Helen ''to buy a lot of books

23b) lelorge said to Helen could he buy a lot of books'

24. J'orghos 'ipe stin El'eni na perio'eni Li mama sto stathm'o

(George)(tcld)(prep)(iielchIpart) (,wait) (artIm?therlpreTIstatlom)

24a) George told Helen to wait for mother at station

24b) Geode said to Helen should he wait for mother at station
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Ambiguous (request) construction (three sentencqs):
.

J'orghos zlitise ap' to J'anni na k'opsi to 'Tx'orto ston kj'ipo
(artICieorge) (askediprepi art) 1.1ohn)_ (part) (cut) (art/grass) (preplgarden)

25a) Geolge asked John to cut the grass in -the garden
25b) George asked SaritA it he (George) 'Could cut the, grass -in the garden
26. 0 J'orghos z'itise ap' ti M'eri na f'-iji if

---iaitaGearg0 LaSkedillreaaitaIkialyl (partfleave)
26a) George asked Mary to leave
26b) George asked Mary if he could-leave
27. I- M'eri ap' tin Anna na tin p'ai ,Sinem'a

(art-Mary) (asked) (prepJartIAnna) (partXart) (take) (to the movies)
27a) ataxy asked Anna to take her to the movies -
27b) Plary asked Anna if she (Mary) could take her to the movies'
27c) Mary asked Anna to take her (Helen) to the movies
27d) Mary asked Anna if she (Mary) could take her (Helen) to the movies

Ambiguous SIMFON10 (agree) construction (three sentences):

28. 0 J'orghos simflonise veto J'anni na potlisi ton kj'ipo
(art.) (George) (agreed) (prepjartlJohnipart.) (water)(artigarden),

28a) George agreed with ..7c ;n that, he (George) should (or would) water the garden
28b) Gorge agreed with Jchn that he (John) should (or could) water the garden
29. I _Alexi simf'onise -metin El'er.i n'aghor'asi 'rprOurjof kapiblo ja

(artiMary) (agreed) (prep.iart4Helen) (part) (buy) (new) (hat) (prep.) (art)
uk-ta

(doll)
29a) Mary agreed with Helen that she (Mary) should (or would) -buy a new hat for

_ the 01311

29b) Mary agreed with filen--hat she (Helen) could buy anew h'atfoi the doll
30 0 .3' orghes simf 'ors. i se meto' anni na to &los& to aftokj ini to

(art) (George) (agreed) (preplan.) Cjohnipartiart) (give) (a:trt.) (toy-car)
30a) George agreed with John that he (George) would give him the toy-car
30b) George:agreed with John that he (John) would give him the toy-car
30c) Georg.4. agreed with Jo -n that- he (George) Would give him (K stns) the toy -cai

__ 30dr George agreed with John that he (Jobb) would give him (Kbstas) the toy-car

Una19u.0%-;s 1P10.5).:t!a.(cromise) cor.truction,A (three serltences):

31. 0 K'ostas ipcsxjethikje stin Anna
r- (artiKlostas) (prbrised) (prep) (Anna)
31i) .rostas ormiseld Anna t'o darry the
32. 0 K'ostas iposxjethikje stin Anna

(artiK ostas) -(proca sed) (prep,lAnna)
32a) K'ostas procused Anna to study
33: 0 K'ostas ipcsxj'ethikje stin Anna

(artIK'osteis) (promised) (prep.IArfna)
33a) K'ostas promised Anna to help sothe

na kuval' isi tis val'Itses
(part) (carry) (art) (suiteeses)
uitcases

) na clhjavlazi to math' tiata
(part) (study) (art.) (lessbns)

na voith' isi ti clam'

(part.) (help) (artIr_othear.
r

Unarbicuo:z IP'OSZCXF.(oromise) construction B (three senten:es) :

34. 0' K'ostas Iposxjthikile stin Anna na dhjalleksi loojo
(artIK los tas) (promised) (preplAna) (part) (c-hocse Xwhi che vern.:31 I 1 ike,d.

34a) K'osta., promised Anna she boulci choose t.'ne balloon she wanted to
35. --0 K'ostas iposxj1?.thikje stin Anna na

(al-LIK'ostas4 (promised) (prepjAr.r.ar) (part.) (drink X...hicheerl `1:.."Ked)

35a) K'ostas promised Anna she could-drink the juice she liked
36. 0 K'ostas iposxyethikje stin Anna na p'ari 'opjo podhlilato lithe%le

-"lartIK'ostas) (promised) (prep.,G,ana) i.,art..Xtz.;;ek.hichever) (zIcyc:c) (11::ed)

3E6) K'ostas promised Anna she could take,-the bicycle she liked.
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Ambiguous iropsxa:F. (promise) construction C (three sentences):

37. 0 K'ostas iposxjethikje stin Anna na k'opsi polralueudhja ap'ton kj'ipo

(artaMostas) (promised) (prepJAnnaXpart) (cut) (many)(flOwersXpreplartlgarden

37a) K'ostas promised Anna to ,cut a lot of flowers from the garden
37b) K'ostas promised Annicshe could cut a lot of flowers from the garden

38. 0 K'ostas iposxjethikje, stin Anna nata'izi sixn'a to 'omorfo mike()

(art.IK'ostas) (promised) (preplAnnaXpartlfeed)(ofteniartlbeautifulXsmall)
skjitaM4i

(dog)

38a) K'ostas promised Anna to feed frequently the small beautiful dog N..

38b) K'ostas promised Anna she could frequently feed the small beautiful dog

39. 0 K'ostas iposxjethlkje §tin Anna .na odhij'isi to aftokj!inito

(artIK'cistas) (promised) .(prepJAnnapart) (drive) (art) (toy-car)

39a) K'ostas promised Anna to drive the toy-car.
39b) K'ostas promised Anna she could drive the toy -car-

4
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Ltpguisticcdhstructions tested in the 'second experiment:

ti

ameLLguous I,7T10 (consultina) construction A' (the same as ROT'O

A in the first c.;:rrimc.nt. unc,-.2r the nur-d.,:rs': 4,5,6.)

ROT'O (ask.-.question) Oonstruction f) (three sentences):Unambiguous

40. 0' J'annis
(artlJohn)

40a) John asked
41. 0 J'annis

(aztlJohn)

41a) John asked
42. 0 J'annis

(artXJohn)

42i) John asked

r'otise ti M'eri poses aspir'ines p!ireL'ipjea ti. ghr'ipi

(askedlartIMarythow many) (aspirins) (took)' (prepiart) (flu)

Mary how many aspirins she took for flu
r'otise ti M'eri posta p'erase stin ekdhrom'i me to sxol'jo

(askettlartIMary) (now)(enjoyediprepJouting) (prepJar5school)

Mary hqw she enjoyed the' outing
r'otise ti M'eri. poses val'itses 'ixe ja 'ena t:oso,mikr'o

(askedXa4IMarythow manyXsuitcasesXhadXprep.) (a) 4so) (small)
taks'idhi
(journey)

glary how many suitcases she carried for such a small journey

Unambiguous ROT'O (Lsk=question) construction E (three sentences):

43. 0 J'annis
(art) (John)

43a) John asked
44. 0 J'annis

(art) (John)

44a) John asked
4S. 0 J'annis

(art) (John)

4Sa) John asked

Unatbig'uous R07'0 (ask:auestion) construction F (three stentences):

r'otise ti M'eri se pj'o sinem'a 'itan kal'itera na p'ai

(asked)(artXMaryTprepIwnich)(movies)(was) (loetter)(part)(go)(tcnig-:-7.:
Mary which film was better to go to tonight

r'otise p'osan 'ora mono 'eprepe na p'eksi etin

(asked)(artaMary)(how) (long)(onlyIshouldipartaplayliprepJart) (new)

bala stcn
thallIpreparde7..

Mary how long he should play with the new ball in the garden

r'otise ti M'eri me pj'a ap'ta kjen'urja pexn'idhja tha boeuse na

(asked)(art1Mary) (prep..) (whichIpreartanew)(toys) (partXcouldipart)
p'eksi m'ona jal'ija 'ora

(play) (onlyiprep.ishortIt.f:

Mary which of the new tpys he could play with for only a short tice

46. 0 J'annis
(art) (John)

46a). Jeghn asked

47. 0 J'annis
(art) (John)

47a) dbhn asked
'48. 01 J'annis

(art) (John.)

48a) John asked

iauous

49. 4J'annis
) (John)

49a) John asked

50. 0 J'annis
(art) (John)

r'otise ti M'eri p'ote tha telj'osi to dhj'avasma kje to ghr'apsico

(asked)(araMary1when)(partIfinish)(artlstudying)(anaartIwriting)
Mary when she would finish studying and writing

r'otise ti M'eritixjimb ap'blous tha protim'isi

(asked)(artXMaryiwhich)(juiceXprepiallipartY(prefer)
Mary which juice she would prefer
eotise ti M'eri pu tha taksidhlepsi proi-prof ,t'oso vjestik'a

(asked)(artIMaryIwherelpart) (travel) (early morning) (in a hurry)

Mary where she would travel in the early morning in such a hurry
414,,

ROT'O Lask=cuestion) construction G (threesentences):.

50a) John asked
51. 0 J'annis

(art), (John )

r'otise ti M'eri pos kje ti tha for'esi ja na 'exji kje p'ali

(askedIartXMaryIhow)(andt....hatIpart)(weariprep.Ipartihavelandlagain)
ap'opse topAloclorfa d'isimo sti jort'i to t!ar.'d

,(tonightiarU (best) (dress)(prepidcy
(father

Mary what and how he should get dressed to be very sdhrtagain cn
father's nar-9day I

r'otise ti M'eri pos tha zoghraf'isi kalt'itera Jana

(askedIartIMaryrnowlperti (paint) (betterIprepjpart.) l'getiart.)

pr'oto vathm'o sto sxcl!jo

(first)(marks1prep) (school)
1
2

p`lriton

Mary how to paint better to get the first marks.in school

r'otise ti M'eri se pj'or. arithm'o tha tilefon'isi ton pa,1u

(askediartXMaryipreplwhithXnumber)(Ipart.)(ring)
-(artTgrand:ather)

4 ri a
ja na min k'ani kjepiali l'athcs
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Ambiguotis ROT'O (ask 'question) construction C' (three sentences .

preceded by context) :

Preceding context. Mary had two beautiful coloured kites. John wanted

to fly C,,ne of them. Mary told him that she was thinking tci give him one,

and keep the other for herself, but she could not decide which one to give

John and which one .to keep for herself.

52. 0 J'annis r'otise ti M'eri pj'on xartaet'o tha pet'akSi

(art)*(John) (askedXartXMaryXwhich) (kite) (part) (fly)

52a)Jphn asked Mary which kite he should fly

52b) Sohn asked Mary which kite she would fly

Preceding context. Grandfather bOught two balloonsa green one and a red

one. Grandfather told Mary to 'decide which balloon she should take for

herself ,and which one John should bake.

53. 0 J'annis r'otise ti M'eri pjo bal'oni tha p'ai

(art) (John) (askediartIMarylw4ichXballconipartItg)ce)
53a)John asked Mary which balloon he should take
53b)John asked Mary which balloon she would take

Preceding coptext. Granbother bought new story books for John and Vary`

becaUse they love them. the told then not to quarrel but John should take

some to read and Mary could take some as well.

54. 0, J'annis--r'otise ti M'eri pj vivl'ja tha dhjav'asi

(art)IJohn) (askedXartXMary) (whlich ..rocks) (part) (read)

54a)John asked Mar) which books he should Lead
54b)John asked Mary which books she would read

Ambiguous- ZIT10 (rect.-est) construction A (three sentences ,receded
by context):

Precedira context. Jchn and Mary love their grandfather very much.

They saved mo:.ey to bLry beautiful flowers (or roses) on his narre.day,

because grandfather loves flo.,,ers, and they wanted to plez.-se

55. 0 J' ar.nis,

(artJ r(John)

55a)John asked
55b)John asked

2itise ap'ti n'aghor'asi kje k'o)jina kje kjitrina

(askedTprepiz.rtI::aryIpartil-....-1)0 (ar.d)' (red) (and) (yell-ow)

triand'afilla ja ton

(roses) (prepTartlgrandfather
:lark if he could buy red and yellow roses for grandfather

Mary to buy red and yellow roses for grandfather

Precedinc context. Mary has got a lovely little cat. John loves the small

cat very much, and he, especially wants either to feed the cat himself cr
to get Mary to do so, because he would like the little cat to he very happy.

56. 0 J'annis z'itise api M'eri as ta'isi ti.ghtata
(art) (John) (asediprep TartiMary 'part' feedlartXcat)

56a)John asked Mary if`he could feed the cat
56b)Jor.n asked Mark to ,feed the cat

Context crece,dinc. John and Mary very often go on holidays. They always

carry big and snail suitcases full of thir.gs which they need during their
holidays.
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57. 0 J'annis ap'ti M'eri na kuval'iti 1010Z10 tis mikr'es val'itses
(art) (John) (askedXpreOartaMaryXpart) (carry) (only) (art) (small) (suitcases)

57a) John asked Mary if he could _carry only the"small suitcases
57b1 John asked Mary to carry only the small suitcases

Ambiguous SIMTOIVO (agree) construction A (three sentences
preceded by context):

Preceding context John -and Mary always divided their housework, and
did half each.
58; 0 J'annis simf'onise me. ti M'eri na pot'isi ta lul'udhja

(art) (John) (agreedXprerliartXMaryXpartiwater) (art) (flowers)
58a) John agreed with Mary he should (or would) water the flowers
58b) John agreed with Mary she should (or could) water the flo.4,ers

Preceding context. John's and Mary's parents were on holidays.
-John and Mary stayed at home. They shared the housework by doing
it in turn.

59. 0 J'annis simf'onise rse ti M'eri n'aghor'asi tr'ofima kje fr'uta ja'oli
(art.) (John) (agreed) (preplartiMaryXpartIbtry) (food) (and) (frultiprepJall)

= tin evahcm' adha
(art) (week)

59a) John agreed with Mary he should (or would) buy food and fruit for the week
59b) John agreed with Mary she should (or could)buy,tood and fruit for the week

Preceding context. John and Mary used to shire all their toys, and they
had very r.?..ny. They always beu-ght new toys. But all day yesterday they.
were thinking cf giving their old. toys to a g.cor child, a friend of theirs.

60. J'annis simf'onise ne ti na dh'osi to palya pe)alliahla
\ (art) (John) (agreed) (preoXartiMariXpartXgiveiart) (old) (toys)
60a) John agreed wit. Mary he should (or would) give the old toys
60b) John agreed with Mary she would (Or should) give the old toys

L3 4.
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Unartiguous L'Ed10 (advinin-T) construction A (thy!-Sme as in

the first experin,ent the Nu-.,,crs: 13, 14, 15.

Unambiguous. L'EGHO (tell) construction E (three sentences):

61. 0 J'orghos 'ipe stin El'eni p'oso ah'iskola vivl'ja dhj'avase
(art) (George) (told) (preplHelenXhow) (difficult) (books) (read)

f'etos sto sxoPjo xor'is meghkalo k'opoLkturasi)
(this (bi tiredne

61a) George told Anna what difficult Books he read last year in school without

much'effort

' 62. 0 Joorghos 'ipe stin EPeni p'oso pol'ilkur'astikje k'ovondas,t'oses'ores
(art)(George)(told)(prepPlelen)(how) (mud144-got tired) (cuttingXso long tine)

62a) George told Anna how tired he

63. 0 J'orghos 'ipe stin El'eni

(art)(George)(toldXprep)(Helen)

x'ortc ston kj'ipO
(grasskarep)(gerder.)

got, cutting grass for such a long in

the-garden
p'oso kalVitera estharl'otanCenjothe)s'imera
(how) (better) (felt) (was) (today)

63a) George ,told Anna how much better he felt (or was) yesterday

Unambiguous L'EC.n (tell) ccnstruction F (three sentences) :

64. 0 J'orghos
(art) (Gorge)

64a) George told
65. 0 J'orghos

(art) (George)

-65a) George told

66. 0 J'orghos
(art) (George)

'ipe stir. El'eni ti kakoftjaghm'ena jalj'a for'use sin'exja

(toldIpreOHelenIwhat) (bad) (sunglasses)(wore)(aiways)
Helen what bad sunglasses she was alWays wearing
'ipe.stin El'eni ti pol'a kje meghtala l'Athi'ekane sin'exja

(toldIprepjjielenXwhatiranyIandXseriousXmistakesImadeXalways)
staghr'aqmata to pap'u
fprep(let rs)(artIgrandfather)

Ama how she was always making rc4 cent and bad mistakes in the
letters to grandfather

'ipe stin El'eni ti 'asxima ksesk'onise kje s'imera p;ali to
(toldXprepjHelen)(now)(oadly) (dusted) (and)(today)(again) (art)

trap'ezi
(table)

66a) George told Helen how badly she dusted the table again yesterday

Unacblityynas L'EGIi0 (tell) construction G (three sentences) :

67. 0 J'orghos
(art) (George)

67a) George told

68. 0 J'orghos
art.)1Genge)

68a) George told

69. Aiorghos
(art) (George

69a) George told

4

'ipe stin El'eni p'oso or'ea(efx'arista)n'ea tha gheol:si

(toldXprep)(Kelen)(how)(nice)or(pleasant)(newsIpart)(write)
am'esos sto baba ja.tin prOodhso tus

(imn1PdiatelyIprepJfatheriprepIartlprogressXtheir)
Helen what a nice news he would immediately write to fat

about their progress

'ipe stin El'eni me ti xar'a tha zograf'isi to 'omorfa pul)ta-
(toldiprep.IHeleniprepjwhatIjoyIpartipaintIartIbeautiful 'birds;

.

. .
tu kj'ipu ,

(artigarden)
Anna how pleased he would be to paint beautiful birds in the

garden
'ipe stin El'eni me p'osi efxar'istisi tha voith'isi ti

)(toldXprepiHeleraprepihowipleasure) (part) (help) (art.)

manta stis en'iskoles -tout' 4s

''?'

(1DotherXprep.Xdifficultr7 -se-..--;rc,

Helen how delighted he 'would be to help mother wi hcdifficult
housework.
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Unambiguous L'EGHO (tell) construction H (three sentences):

70. 0 J'orghos
(art) (George)

70a) George told
71. 0. J'orghos

(art) (GeOrge)

'ipe stin El'eni na tr'oi 'olo to fajit'o 'opts kje pr'ota

(told) (pTepilielenIpartIeat)(allIartIfood) (as) (andIbefore)
Helen to eat the- food as before
'ipe stin El'eni na ksodh'evi pj'o l'ighe le'ft's ja sokol'ates

(told) (pregHelenIpartispdnd) (less) (money) (prepithocolatei

kje ja pexn'idhja.
(andXgkep) (toys)

71a) George told Helen io spend less money on chololates and toys
72. 0 J'orghos 'ipe stin El'eni na dhjav'azi periss'otero f'etos

(art) (George) (toldXprepiHelenXpart) (study) (more) (this yeax)
72a) george told Helen to study. mare this year

Unambiguous L'EGHO (tell) construction I (three sentences) :

73. 0 J'orghos
.(aYti(George)

73a) George said

74. 0 J'orghos
(art.) (George)

74a) George said

75. 0 J'orghos
(art) (George)

75a) George said

'ipe stin El:eni na l'ipsi ja l'igho m'ono se tWa viastik
(toldaprep.IHe/en)(partIleave) (prepPshortIonlyIoneXurgent)

dhulj'a kj'oti tha jir'isi am'esoep'iso-tr'exondal
' (job) (and)Ithatl(part) (oomeIimmediatelyIback)

(runnin-
.

Helen could he go out for something urgent only-for a few mini:
and he would come back immediately at the double
'ipe stin El'eni na p'eksi ja l'igho m'ono me ti b'ala, kj'oti
(toldIcrepalonIPartiplayIpreArshortIonlyXprepiartXball) (and)

tha ti dh'osi am'escs p'iso
(thatIpartIartigiveXimmediatelyroack)

to Helen could he play with.the ball only for a short while,
and he would give it. back immediately

'ipe na p'arim'ono to pr'asinc, bal'oni ki'cti
(` c1dXpreplHelenIpartItakelonly)(artIgreen) NiSjbalbon) (and)

dhe tha pote'allo pexlvidhi

(thatInOtIpart) (askInever)(otherltoy)

to Helen could he take only the green balloon, and he would'.
never ask for another toy

Acts L'EGHO (tellruction C' (three sentences preceded 1-_-y
context) :

Preceding context. George and Helen have two overcoats each. 'Tonight they
are going to tne tneatre and they are wondering which overcoat' to put on
to be very smart.

76. 0 J'Orghas 'ipe stin El'eni pj'o palt'o tha for'esi
(art)(George)(toldiprepjHelen)(whichIovercoatIpartIput on)

76a) Gorge !told Helen which coat he-vould put on
76b) George told Helen which coat she should put on

Preceding context. In sumr
garden were tnirsty. Gr

watering. He tole. Georg

r it was very hotand'the smalls trees in the
.diather said to George and Helen that they needed

2
anc,Mary to decide to water half of them each.

;77., 0 J'orghos 'ipe stin El'eni pj'a dhendrtakja tha pot'isi
(art)(George)(toldXprcp1Hele0(whichXs=all treesXpartXwater)

77a) George told Helen said, snail trees he would water
77b) George told Helen which small trees she should water

1 (
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Preceding context. Gebrge and Helen saved money.to buy a very good

bicycle each. Yesterday they went to the town and saw some very good,

bicycles. They were thinking of which, out of all the bicycles, they

should choose.

78. 0 J'orghos 'ipe stir' El'eni pj'o podh'ilatothakOhjalseksi
(art)(George)(toldXprep) (HelenYwhichIbicycle) (part)Ichoose)

78a) George told Helen Which" bicycle he would choose
-78b) George told Hele:T which bicycle she should choose.

.61
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Linguistic constructions tested in the third
experiment with bilinnuals:

.

1

Unambiguous ROTIO (consulting) constructiot A' (three sentences,

,the same as in the firSt and second experiment under the
numbers: 4, 5, 6).

Unambiguous 7 ROT'O (ask=ouestion) construction (three sentences,

the sere as in the second experiment under e nuMbers 4Q, 41, 42):

preceded
numbers:

Ambiguous ZIT'O (request) construction A (three sentences,
by context, the slime ai in the second experiment undcj the

55, 56, 57).

Unambiguous L'EGHO <tell) construction A'fthree sentences,

as A in the fia-st and second experiment under the numbers:

the same
13, 14, 15).

the sake

the.same

Unambigl:ous L'EGHO (tell) construction --E' hree sentences,

as in the second experigent under the numbers: 61, 62, 63)

Unambiguous L'EGHO (tell) congtructioV (three sentences,

as in the second experiment under the mbevg: 70-, 71, 72).
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